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This past Tuesday, a
group ofHare Krishnas,

invited by Professor
Richard Spivak, set up

an outdoorexhibition of
their customs and beliefs
in front of the Bryan I
Center.
Knshna
Consciousness is a
monotheisuc religion
whose
following
number
in
th
thousands worldwide.
KriShna Consciousness
is based upon the belief
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malerial
Kri hna
reciprocation
Consciousness was broughl to
AmeriCa by its founder. A.C.
BhaktivedalllaSwanllPrabupanda.
in 1965.
The Krishnas believe in
cleanliness of the body as well as
tl1e soul. This, along with their
disbeliefin vanity accounts for their
.1becolored marlcings
shaven h
on their faces is a clay from a sacred
river in India. Theclayisa ymbolic
representation of God. and by
wearin it. one tells all that God
res'
in his heart Because of the

Gr
Lisa Antomnich
Archway StajfWriter
The Greek probationary period
will end in May. During the past
two year . the Committee on
Fraternities and Sororities bas had
the opportunity to thoroughly
review Greek life at Bryant. The
Commiuee completed its review as
of two weeks ago and submitted a
report to Les LaFond, Vice President
for Student Affairs, listing 13
recommendations in total.
The Committee report
recommended changes repnting
four of the major issues at Bryant.
including the pledging program. the
rush period, national recognition,
and the Freshmen Queen evenL
In the repon the Committee
recommended that "pledging as it
has been known to date at Bryant
CoUege be abolished" due to the
Committee' s conclusion that
"fraternities and sororities at Bryanl
equate pJedgingand hazing." It has
also been recommended that
'"'pJedgin~ be composed of a series
of educauonal sessions in the early

ui
veg
th y
the
animals are here for u to protect,
not kill. Krisbnas only are. allowed
to h vc sex after marriage and only
for the conception of children, not
for pleasure.
This particular group of Hare
Krishnns hail from Cambridge. MA,
where their commune is located.
Krishna Consciousness is nOl a full
lime living. although some choose
to do so. Others attend weekly
services or simply chan, at home
while living normal lives.
There has been a mixed feeling
concerning the visit of the Hare
Krishnas on campus. Bonnie
Bongor, a sophomore, believe that
"they are a cult and shouldn' t be

TOLzoli conlinued . aying.
"Bryanl already o [fer many
international services proVIded by
trade centers." Bryant hosts the
Rhode Island Small Bu iness
Management Center, The Rhode
Island Export As islaDCC Center,
along with Bryant'· Center for
Managemenl Devel pmenL
Presenl at the meeting was Dr.
Priscilla 1. Ang 10. Coordinamro
Bryan\
Inlemali naJ Af Irs

m
om
t
uading mremationally are affiliated

haru1, lhal.

with the WTCA.

right as anyone 0 be DO campus.
Just because they believe diffe rently
doesn't mean they can be denied
nghts." Mi.lce Boulel, also a
freshman. after speaking to a
member of the group srud. "they
seem to have so many conflicting
and mixed views, that it is hard to
pmpoint their actual beliefs. I[ is up
to the indi vidual to decide how they
persooa.lly feel towards them and
wheth ornot they choose to listen
to them: '
The International Society of
KrisJma Consciousness has offices
in Boston, MA and East Hanford,
CT.

r bat i n Perio
evening no more than twice weekly
during the spring semester and a
majOr public service project for
brothers/sisters and pledges."
As for the rush period, the
Committee strongly suggested that
"alcohol and/or other controlled
substances not be permitted in any
phase of the rush process and that
all rush activities lake place on
campus."
The
committee
also
recommended that "all fraternities
and sorori ties at Bryant be affiliated
with a national fraternity or sorority
organization in ocder to be eligible
for recognition foc the 199 1· 1992
academic year and thereafter."
TheFreshman Queen event has
been a topic for debate fer several
years. The Comrntttee "concluded
that the Freshman Queen event is
sexist in D8l1lre, demeanmg to
women. and promoting an
atmosphere of sexual hamssment
and/or sexual exploitation." It bas
been recOOlmended that "Bryant
College withdraw suppon of any
kind from thiseventorany facsimile
and take steps 10 discoUJ3ge the
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Servi~ offeced by the WTCA
Included: orrice. conference,
meeting or exhibit space; World
Trade Center NETWORK (a
dalabase and computerized
communications
syslem);
educational programs; and
informauon services.
A ceremony to officiaUy open
Bryant' campus as World Trade
Cent.er Rhode Island will be heldon
May 25, World Trade Day. A full
day of seminar has been organjzed
around the theme of "America's
Renewed Trading Partnerships."

omes to an, End

replication of the evenl"
Other recommend ations
included the creationofappropriate
amendments to the GLC
cons titution, establishment of

leadership training seminars for all
fraternity and sor rity officers, the
certification of adequate liability
insurance, and monelBIy support
from the college.

These recommendations are
not final as of yet, but are under
review at the present time by the
Vice President of Student Affairs.

SPRING WEEKEND MEDICAL AID ANNOUNCEMENT
The Medical Aid Station will be in operation from the HEALTII
SERVICES OFFICE in Donn 6. The hours are as follows:
Thursday,
F riday,
Satutday.,
unday,

April 27,
April 28,
Ap ril 29,
April 30,

1989 - - - - 4 pm til Friday, April 28 at 3 am.
1989 - - - - 4 pm til Saturday, Aprit 29 at 3 am.
1989 - - - - 8 am til Sunday, April 30 at 3 am.
1989 - - .. - 8 am til late afternoon.

Two EMrs will be on station in Health Services along with a nurse
durin this time period. The mobile unit will be in seIVice at all . - - --I
times· to handle any EMT calls on other areas of the campus.

o
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INIONILETTERS

We're Wasting Our Time
frustrating, is that nothing is accomplished at
these meetings. Student leaders have their
own informal communications network. We
on't need to sit at a meeting 10 find out
what' s going on.
Tbere has been expressed concern over the
communication and relations between the
administration and student organizations.
Some studen t leaders fee l tha t the
administration is too detached and
unapproachable. SPAC is supposed to help
out in this area. But does it really? Wby
should student leaders have to go through
SPAC if they wish Lo talk with an
administrator? Th at type of indirect
communication serves nly to wid n the gap
between administrators and students.
Student leaders are just that, leaders. This
implies that they have the ability to solve
problems, either on their own or by relying on
the resources available to them. One such
resource mayor may not be the Senate. What
we don't need is the Senate (under the guise
of SPAC) 10 be looking over our shoulders
and holding our hand 10 make sure we don't
do anything "out of line.»
The concept of a group, designed for and
by SUldent leaders 10 help each oilier, 15 a
good one. But one criteria i' !hat the group
has something to how for ILS effons. SPAC
doesn't meet this standard. Unfortunately,

This past Monday evening, student leaders
had the chance to attend a Student Leader
Reception. Senate President Harry Franks
welcomed the attendants and Professor Ron
Deluga gave an interesting speech on effective
leadership. Larry Jasper, the new SPAC
president, briefly told leaders what the goals
of SPACare.
I was h ping that Larry's speech would
give me (and the other leaders) some concrete
answers to the question of what SPAC's
purposesand goals are. Unfortunately,Larry's
short speech didn't clarify anything.
SPAC, a Senate connnittee, stands for
Student Presidents' Advisory CounciJ. It is
supposed to act as some type of liaison
between student organizations, lite Senate,
and the administration. SPAC's chairperson
(a Senator) and the presidents (or other
representatives)ofstIldenlorganizalionsmeet
on a fairly regular basis to discuss, in theory,
problems and possible solutions, and in
general, to keep each other updated. At an
typical meeting, roll is Laken and a few ideas
are tossed around. Thal' iL. Usually, severo
people leave as soon as the roll call is
completed.
Wby is attendance taken? Is attendance
mandatory? If yourorgamza,tion has too many
"unexcused" absences the Senate can revoke
your crgani1.aLion's constitution or deny you
SCll3le funds. Sure,lhrc41tcning people i one
way LO gel them 10 auend the m elings, but il
doesn't guarantee they'll be bappy about it
Many stud '01 lead rs fmd th
mcetings
boring. time-consunung, and just something
else to worry aboUL What IS even more

~b~;ri~ n

,olid

Computer Attendants Are Not
User Friendly
To the Editor:
] would like 10 comment on the auiwde of
manyofthesmdentattendants in the Business
Applications Lab (upstairs Jab).
When asb:d a question or asked to help
with a small leChnical problem, many of the
attendants gel mad and act very annoyed. It
~_ _~ also seems that getting a printout for a sludeDl
1l>'"'SUch a hass1 ; you would think: you were
expecting them to do some unreasonable
task. Forgive me if P m wrong, but isn ' t that
their job or are they paid to sit there and do
their homework!
I realize thaI some tudents ex.pecl the lab
attendants to do everything for them. but
there are a large nwober of us non-computer

majors who just need a little assistance and
along with this, some common courtesy. I'm
sorry if I am not a "computer whiz" and my
question seem swpid 10 you, but that does
not justify my being treated so poorly.
1 don' t want to make it seem like all the
attendants are like this because there are
some who are very belpful and friendly. But
for those who aren't, do us and yOUrSelves a
favor and either change your attitude or quit
your j b if we non-computer people bother
you so much!!

C3

Another Fia co

Bryant College has experienced many
fl8SCoes dlD'lOg recent years. First there was
the Bryant Center fiasco. Students are still
asking themselves, "Why is there so much
wasted space?" Then there was the AACSB
accreditatio n, whic h is still being
implemented. The BFF (Bryant Faculty ·
Federation) and the administration are split
on their beliefs. Last week's editorial by
Michael Boyd, " Dorm 16: An Illogical
Mistake," clearly presented the major points
regarding how the administration and the
Office of Residence Life are at fault.
On April 20th, Public Safety finally
implemented their long-awaited overnight
parking policy. The policy states that
overnight parking (Midnight - 6AM) will
only beaUowed in section C3 ofthe commuter
parking IOL Thi lot. unlike all others 00
campus. has a 24-hour surveillance camera
sy tern and an emergency call box. (identified
by a blue light) which can be used 10 contact
Public Safety for an escort or any other
assisUVlce need. It should be nOled that C3,
the largest section in the commuter lot. can
hold the 600 plus resident studenl vehicles
that park overnight
Wheeler indicated, utheold policy allowed
vehicles to park sporadically over the entire
commuter 101 causmg 8 hazard for snow
removal and sanding during inclement
weather condiuon ....
Chicf Richard Wheeler, director of pubJ ic
sat'IY. has worked hard to get lhi y tern JO
operau n. In a past interview he )~ that
hi:sgoal w' to make Bryant the afeslcampus
in the country. I believe that in time thal will
prove to be true.
However, in choosing C3. adJacenllo the
athletic fields, theTesident students have been
inconvenienced as a result. C3 is the farthest
pos,<;lble parking lot from the donn viJ lage. I
this fair 10 the resident sWdents, to have 10
walk this distance? No.
Public SafelY might rebut and say, "activate
the call box and we will give you a ride to your
donn.» This takes time! Most tudeolS will
probably be reIu tant to bother Public Safety,
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under age twenty one 2 1) are not permitted
to possess or consume alcohol on campus.
3) Students curremly in tripl es, exc pt
those there by choice. were contacted
individually and given the option to signup
for Dorm 16 in advance. Thereafter, student
classification number (SCN's) were used.
these do, in fact. by definition give priority
status to seniors.
4) Finally, students did have the option
to signup for Donn 16 or the current suile
style residence halls. Obviously, not everyone
could choose their precise location in the
Dorm Village and some groups chose Dorm
16 instead of some specific location ..
Please feel free to present any further
questions directly to the Office oIResidence
Life or myself.
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Where Would it Stop?

_...

since they could walk: to their donn by the
time an offJCer arrives.
Commuters fac ulty and administrators
must be thrilled with the new policy. I know
I would be. Now more parking spaces are
available that are closer to the Unistructure.
C4,parallel to C3, should have been chosen
by Public Safety and the administration as the
designated overnight parking lot. Although
this lot is slightly smaller than C3, it is much
closer to the dormitory village. As a matter of
fact.. commuters, faculty and administrators
would rather resident students park in C4,
since that would leave more room to park in
C3. C3 allows for easier ace
to the
Unisuucture commuter entrance because of
the sidewalk that runs the length of the 101..
This also makes it safer for people to walk
down a sidewalk to and from their cars as
opposed to walking lllrough the parking lot
where there is traffic.
Were resident swdents asked about how
Lhey felt aboul having to park in
"commuterland?" Probably not. And if they
were, their feedback was probably ignored,
judging from this fiasco.
Whether or not. the administration likes it.
resJdent students pay more money to the
school for tuition, room and board than do
commuters who only pay for wuion. lsn',
mal enough rea.'lOn within itSelf tojustify wby
resident student parking should take priority
over anyone else?
So, 11 thcpeople thal commute would prefer
parktng in C3 rather than C4 and resident
students would prefer C4 over C3. why did
Public Safelyand the adminis traLion do thing
backwards?
There is no doubt that resident studenl<;
have the most secure parking lot on campu .
Public Safety and Lhe administration will
continue to bring that up. ButlO makeresidenl
students park in the furthest lot away from

• •

Sincerely.
Beth Feresten To The EdilOr:
Please let me add some finalclarillcation
to the abundance of misinformation that seems
to still exist related 10 Dorm 16:
1) The original program request that
To The Editor:
But if Bryant closed down for more went to Ihe architects for Dorm 16 indicated
I believe that holidays should be observed holidays, where wo~d it SlOp? There are few suites of five (5) and six (6) to complemenl
here on campus. But I do not believe that ~ough classes dunn~ the regular semester both the current suite style residence halls
Bryant should cancel classes. Individual WlthOUt further holJdays to reduce the and Ihe two configurations of IOwnhouse
teachers wbo. cancel classes, or individual student' valuable class time.
villages that will exist when Village n is
completed. The cost projections were
students who don't allend class in order to
exorbitant. We consequently eliminated a
observe a holiday. shoUld be given the nghl Sincerely,
Thomas J. Hoffman
and must nOI be penalized for that.
fourth floor and expanded the average size of
a suite to allow the project to remain within a
price range similar to Dorms 14 and 15.
2) Throughout the planning and
construction of Dorm 16 we have been in
close contact with the Student Senate and
consistently provided updated infonnation
BOX 7
SMITHFIELD RJ. 029 7
BRYANT COLLEGE
through The Archway and through the sign up
Edltor-in·Chld ............... _..........._...................................................... Melia" Wood
process. The rucohol policy has nol changed,
Managing Editor ................................... ,.......• _ ......... _ ..................... Drew Polinsky
nor is there an expectation that a special
AssocIate Edllor ..... ................... .. ._""......... ... . ................. Sarah DlliPian
policy will be drafted for Dorm 16. Students
BU51ness ManageT ............
FeahirtS EdItor ............ _._.
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Sincerely,
Edward 1. Gold n
Dean of Student Life
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Accredidati n'
Management Forum: The
Effect on the rad
Transition
School

To the Editor:
As Acting Dean of the Graduare
School, I must take exception 10
certain statements published in the
April 20th issue of The Archway
concerning the effects of
accredil1ltion on the Graduate
School. In the article headed, "And
Back to You Dr. Robinson," the
Federation spokesman stated, "And
the bloodshed is manifest in Ihe
destruction of the Graduate
SchooL" I would like to take this
o.pportunity to stale unequivocally
that there bas been no "destruction"
of the Graduate School, either in
whole or in part. While Ihere has
been some adjustment of the
graduate taxation program, there is
every indication that the program
will come through the accreditation
process both in tac t and
strengthened.
Rather than being destroyed by
the accreditation process, the
Graduate School has, in fac t, been
strengthened by it. Adherence to

AACSB admission standards has
improved the quality of students
applying 10 the program. With the
admission of more qualified
graduate students, pressure has been
brought to bearon faculty 10 improve
and strengthen courses of study. As
the emphasis on quality in students
and the classroom becomes
apparent, the reputation of the school
is further enhanced, attracting an
even mOf qualified body of
students. While these gains could
have been achieved without the
impetus of accreditation, the fact "
remains that is was the accreditation
-process that fostered the move. (This
phenomenon is not unique to Bryant,
it happens at just about every school
that adopts accreditation graduate
admission standards.)
Sincerely yours,
Robert J. Here
Chairman, Accounting
Department
Acting Dean, Graduate School

The Abortion Issue:
We Cannot Go Backwards
By Kevin Mentzer
April 9, 1989 was a glorious day
for women's rights in the United
States and over the whole world.
According to police some 300,000
peoplettaveled to Washington D.C.
to tell the goverrunent and the U.S .
courts thai. tbey be .
righ Ii)
haan
"
w
'ngt
001 lhe. government' S. lbe
National Organizatien for Women
estimated the crowd at 600,000
peep ~ By either figure. it was the
largeSt
bortiOD
u gh
demonstration in U,S. history .
The feeling among the crowd was
one of determination and the belief
that no one could simply ignore the
massive amount of people that had

.9lrcfiway

t£,dict:
1. Archway Writers' Meet

ings take place every Mon
day at 4:30pm in The Arch
way office. All are welcome
to attend.

2. Archway Editorial Board
M eetings take place every
Thursday night at 6:30 in
The Archway office.
3. All submissions includ
ing Greek News and let
ters to the Editor must be
received by Monday at

4pm
4. All written material must
be typed, double spaced,
and include an accurate
word count, writer's name
and phone number.
5. Personals must be writ
ten on a Personals Form,
available at the Bryant
Center Infonnation Desk.
Any Personaisnot submit
ted on the Personals Fonn
will be discarded. Person
als are picked up every
Tuesday at llam.

gathered there. The crowd, which
was mainly female, was mostly
dressed in white in the ttadition of
suffragists early in the century who
fought for the right to vote for
women. Many colleges were
represented and busloads came from
all over the country.
J liar},. 67 .000 anti-cboice
peoplcgatJ!1en::d III front of the hi
House and were greeted by President
Bush who told the crowd that he
wanted the Supreme Court to
overo.an the Roe
~ldJe:s:sto

• Wade deci .

by Dr. Theodore GaUlschi
Professor, Management

Lest we forget, the transition from begin a full-time
college student to becoming an active member of the
workforce is one of the most traumatic change
experiences that a person can go through.
The accommodation to change is much easier for
a newborn baby. Infants are generally welcomed and
cared for. People don't expect too much at flTSt and are
glad fop each new triumph - the flTSt word, the first
tooth, and the first step. Nearly everyone loves babies
and will do almost anything to teach them tope wilh
their environment. Infants have short forgiving
memories - they easily forget a sharp word. They
don't have any psychological bang,ups. Th yare DOt
concerned about who they are, or where they are
going. They accept life as it is, and they are usually
happy.
The new graduate must deal with two lDajor
problems: (1 ) leaving an enjoyable environment
characterized by limited financial worries, good
friends , opportunities to participate in sports and
exciting social activities, intellectual stimulation, and
being with people who care and want the graduate to
be successful in post-college life, and (2) entering an
environment thatis fraught with excitement, challenge,
antiCipation, and certain amount of fear and
apprehension.
In contrast to the newborn infant, much more is
expected of lhe new graduate - both by memselyes and
by others. They can not expect, nor will they receive,
the tender loving care that the baby receives. Now the
graduate must be concerned about the future - who
they are and where are they going. Yet they are not
sure where to fInd the answers to these important
questions. Many never fmd them. Such people simply
try to enjoy life, as it is, one day at a time without
worrying about any long-tenn trends or ambitions.
There are other important changes in the young
graduate's life. After graduation they want to be on
Li)eir own; they want to come and go as the choose and
lh'e .
ndent and usefulli ~' • During this ti ~
the Ila
adj ust 10 !he i
0 earning a gular
payc.hcdt and baYing 10 care for his own needs. This
usually means living away fonn home, and often
invol ves marriage OI"a serious relationship with another

D.

y. ~
B
not VlSible April 9th. Today the nine
justices of the Supreme Court begin
the consideration of a Missouri case
that could be used 10 limit or even
reverse Roe vs. Wade. It is believed
that the vote will come down to
Justice O'Connor, who is the flTSt
woman on the Court. So, on April
9th, I, along with hundreds Or
thousands of other people, traveled
to Washington D.C. to tell Justice
0' Connor that ifshe represents what
the U.S. citizens want and believe
in, then she will listen to us and give
the women of Ihe United Stales
equality.
The banners were hung high with
sayings such as "Bush says - Keep
them barefoot and pregnant and they
like it!" or "We won' t return to the
days of the Backyard Butcher." The
feeling of unity surrounded us all
and the suppon of famous persons
gave us added strenght. Peter, Paul,
and Mary got up on the stage, sang a
few songs, and told the audience
that they were there because it was
time the vast majority stood up for
the.rights of women.
The issue isn't onJy for women's
rigtus, but for the rights 0 every
human being.lfrigbts are taken away
from women then how long will it
take before rights are taken away
from you and 11 This country has
been going forward with the rights
of everyone, and that is what this
country believes in - we cannot go
backwards and start taking rights
away.
Actress Anne Archer, who hac;
agreed to play a public role for
Planned Parenthood, told the crowd,
"We' ve been asleep at the helm.
This is so outrageous that people
who have public visibility are
suddenly willing 10 speak OuL It's
time for the majority to stand up and
put some sanity in this debate."
Congressman Don Edwards from
California told the crowd "Ifwomen
lose the right to control their own
bodies, they have no rights at all..

The
's expeclaUOn n:garding ~ work
siruation are usually distoned as well. Somehow they
hope, or believe, that the work environment will be an
extension of the ideal environment of their college
days - that much of their time will be spent analyzing
signifIcant problems that are given to them with all the
appropriate constraints and required information. They
hope that everyone is more or less in the same boat as
they are regarding learning what's going on, and that

people will be eager to worlc. out meaningful, happy
relationships with them. Such expectations are unrealistic
and sometimes it lakes the yeung graduate a long time
to fmd this OuL
New graduates must realize that the fIrst year or two
out of college is a period of lX'eparation and transition 
that their central tasks are those o.f helping, learning and
following directions, and that these years are a
continuation of the dependent role that they played
throughout their fonnal education.
At the same time, they must prepare to assume
greater independence. During this phase they must learn
skills such as how to gel things done and how to apply
technical skills to real-life problems involving real people
and organizations. They mu t learn about fonnal and
informal organizations, organization culnue, and politics.
They must learn to manage their time and w rk on those
things which have the highest priority.
To compound the transition problem, the "half-life"
for most professional education is geumg shorter and is
currently approaching fIve years. That is. half of what
the recent grdduate learned will be obsolete in fIve years
and half of what the recent graduate will need to know
in fIve years was net covered in college. This means that
the recent graduate may have bener tools to deal with
technical stale-of-the-are problems than does theengineer
who has been out of college more than five years unless
the older engineer has laken the initiative to update kills
through continuing education and job assignment. It
also means that recent graduates have nOl completed
their educations, rather they have entered a life-long
learning cycle which may in time require drastic updates
to keep up with the changing technology.
It is well-known that the new graduate's first
supervisor will have a profound effect upon his/her
entire career. In a sense, the new supervisor takes on
responsibility similar to that of parents of a newborn
baby. As such, the supervisor must provide guidance,
and help the young graduate progress through the early
employment stages. Starting with the first day, the
supervisor should welcome and care for the new graduate
- accept them as they are and help them grow into
maturity. It' impcrWIl to share in their triumpbs (be
y large or small and to
, ide a SOIJl'tt of
undersLaoding and help in tilDes 0{ difficully. The
supervisor must also provide thal "protecbve hand" that
will allow yOUDg graduates to experiment and yet nOt
~ mao
m
ems or ~
lack of
maturity a experience.
Being the supervisor of a new graduate is not easy 
it requires time, patience, tact, maturity, and wisdom.
On the other hand, how many activities are more
rewarding than welcoming a bright, young, eager
professional into your organization and helping him/her
to grow into a mature person?

Up Front

Fighting the "Silent War"
by PresitUflt William T.
O'Hara

Bryant's "Year of International
Awareness" is drawing near its
close. Special events such as the
Mandala Folk Dance Ensemble in
February and the Careers in
International Business Forum in
March have centered around this
important theme.
Some students have asked why
the College has taken the time and
effort 10. coordinate this
international ear and"why, indeed.,
we have made language (and other
croSS~ullural studies) a top priority
for Bryant' , curriculum.
Most ofyou are aware of theIa t
that America is experiencing
dramatic changes in its economic
environmenl For the flTSt time in
this century, our dominance of the
global economy is being challenged
by very able competitors; chief
among these. are the Western
European countries and the Pacific
Rim nations such as Japan and
Korea.
In particular, we are confronted"
almost daily with statistics which
chan the rise of the Japanese
economy. The world's ten largest
banks are now Japanese, whereas
eight out of the ten used 10 be
American institutions. Japan is now

the world's largest donor offoreign
aid - a fact that was completely

unanticipated as recently as ten
years ago.
In shon, the economic balance
of power has shifted. America's

<::

compete worldwide for every
customer, for every piece of market
share. This means learning
everything we can about our
competitors and our potential
customers: their language, bistory,
customs, needs, likes and dislikes.
American studen ts , and
especially students at schools of
business such as Bryant, must be
up to this challenge - the "Silent
War" as Ira Magaziner, Bryant's
visiting scholar of global business
sludies, called his recent book.
Campus events with an
international flavor and courses
with a global dimension are just
the beginning. To be more than a
fOOL-soldier in the "Silent War"
each one o.f you must take
responsibility for keeping up on
world'Wide trends through your
reading of newspapers and
magazines and through ttaveling
as often and as widely as you can.
The surest route to attaining
personal success in the coming
decades, and the only route 10
getting our nation back on a sound
economic footing, is 10 think and
act globally - to break down the
cultural barriers that two centuries
of American isolationism have
constructed, block: by block., along
each of our shores.
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international trade picture hasgene
from surplus to deficiL
For the flfSt time in our hislOry,
we must be prepared 10 play on
someone else's playing fIeld - 10

4
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Th
prea in
Wa tel nd
by Michael Cain
The recent disasters polluting our
environment have inspired bleak
predictions as (0 the future of our
planet. I thought it might be
interesting to gaze into my crystal
ball to discover what the future holds
for the planet in the next century.
Year 2000: The Soviet Umon
announced that their Nuclear Sub
"The Barishnaykov" had been
stranded for three years in the
international waters off the gulf of
Mexico . However, it had
experienced only a partial
meltdown,radiating the entire crew
and killing all dolphins within a 50
mile radius of the ship. It was the
sixth such accident announced this
year by the USSR. Under criticism
by the United States, Naval General
Chekhov said that, "We are going
to learn how to work: these reactors
even if it takes another I00 years."
Year 200 1: Yellowstone National
Park Loday was co mple tely
destroyed, when the 13 remaining
trees of the park bumt to the ground
during the filming ofa "Woodsy the
Owl" commercial. The secretary of
the interior, Dan Quayle, then
announced the immediate sale of
Yellowstone to what he caJled the
"environmentally conscious" Umoo
Carbide. Carbide plans to tum a
tenth of the park into a vacation
resort for sickened and handicapped
victims of Carbide's accidents and
strip mine the rest.
Year 2002: The IRS today
announced that due to the accidental
nuclear explosion of the three MX
Nuclear Missiles near Phoenix.
Arizona, that all residents of the
state of Arizona may have a 30-day
extension on their tax forms. Unless,
of course, one can prove severe
exposure causing blindness, cancer,
burns or unusual hair loss, in which
case, the taxpayer may have up to a
6O-day extension.
Year 2003: Exxon announced
today that it is far ahead of schedule
and near completion of its clean up
of the Valdez oil spill of March
1989. Exxon said it needed to
dedicate its crews completely to the
clean up of the Southern California
oil spill that occurred when the

corporate party was held 0 0 the Oil
Tanker "GiUigan" and control of
the vessel was handed to the ship 's
janitor, Ted. The tanker steered by
Ted avoided a cruise ship but ran
aground j ost sooth of Los Angeles.
The CEO of Euon said the
immediate action of the company is
due 10 therising surfboard accidents.
"The surfers keep slipping off their
boards With all that oil in the water.
We suggest 'Exxon Oil Remove"
(or all surfers and swimmers."
2204: The state of Rhode Island,
by power of Eminent Domain, has
seized the City of Smithfield,
including the prominent Bryant
College, to be the site of the State' s
new central landfill. President
Trueheart expressed optimism that
the yellow men can keep trash off
the sidewalks until an incinerator
can be built behind the MAC.
2005: The Nuc lear Reactor of
Chemoyble unearthed itself in a
Kansas farm field. Scientists called
it th first real proof of the China
Syndrome existence. Evidently, the
melted reactor had eaten its way
through the entire earth. The Soviet
Leadership would not comment on
the Syndrome, saying that it was
not their problem anymore.
2006: The EPA today declared
the state of New Jersey a Superfund
Quali led Toxic waste dump.
Legislation will be pending in six to
eight years for the removal of the
hazardous waste to federal storage
sites in Orlando, Hawaii, and private
storage in Nicaragua.
2007: The number ofskin cancer
victims this year in the US bas
dropped from 25 million 10 24
million. Some scientists attributed
this to a drop in the average
temperature from 101 degrees F to
99 degrees F. In related news, the
makers of Coppertone say that
Sunscreen #356 is the highest they
can create, but dIe absence of an
ozone layer will force reapplication
every two minutes.
2008: A black hole has formed at
the edge ofour solar system, sucking
in Neptune and Saturn. Hearings
are scheduled in Congress next week
to commission a study of its effects.
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n American's View of the Yen in
the Global conomy
Tom Hoffman
Archway Staff Writer
You may have heard the tenn ,
"Bryant Forum," but do you know
what one is? Forum? does it have
something to do with the public
squareor marketplace of an ancient
Roman City? No, probably not. The
Bryant Forum is a three-year·old
c: program which brings leading
business writers with currenl topics
.,Q to speak at Bryant. The audience is
s; made up of Bryantstuderus, faculty,
~ and administrators, as well as,
~ invited business leaders from the

1

f13° area
The fourth Bryant Forum of the
1988 - '89 academic year will be
~

l
DanIel Burnstein

held on Monday, May 1 at 4 pm in
the auditorium. Daniel BIlIStein,
author of the new book, Yen!

Its Threat to America, will be the
guest speaker. Burstein has written
articles for publications including
The New York Times, Omni
magazine, and Newsweek/Japan,
and has appeared on many TV
programs including the MacNei/
Lelver Report. Burstein is also a
successful bu iness consultant
working with American high
technologycompaoies on marketing
strategies. Burstein was educated a t
Reed College and the University of
California aL Berkeley. He lives in
Manhattan with his wife Julie
O'Connor,
To get a view of the global
economic condition, particularly
with respect to the Japanese
influence on world banking and
fmance stop by the audilorium on
Monday al4 pm.
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Your first 18 months
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And He is Happy
by David Woodward

He does not know much about a
lot of things. He knows only what
he needs to know to get by. And He
Is Happy...
He has a modest job. He makes
a modest living. H has a modest
family. He is not famous, or even
well known. And He Is Happy...
He does not have great ricbes.
He does nol own a mansion or an
expensive automobile. He is not
considered wealthy. And He Is
Happy.. .
He does not need these Ihings.
He does not need great knowledge
riches, or prestige. In a way, he tW
more knowledge, more riches, and
more prestige than the most
intelligent, the most Wealthy, and
~ mostrespectedpeople who ever

lIved. For he has a greater wisdom,
he has a greater wealth, and he finds
his prestige wilhin himself, in his
dignity. And He Is Happy...
How is he able to fmd greabless
am idst modesty? Because he has a
knowledge of life and of him.seH
that few have, in which he finds
complete satisfaction. He sees
Ihrougb the fog which clouds the
minds of men in this materialistic

world. And He Is Happy...
What does he see?
What is his secret?
Well friends,itis no secret at all.
It does not take wealth to see what
he sees, to know what he knows .
And accordingly, it cannot be
bougbt or sold. But it can be given,
and he giv j t freely to those who
will accept it. And They Are
Happy ...
~al is his knowledge?!
His knowledge is intangible. It
is found not in wea1thorfamebulin
the mind and in the heart. Few have
il Many search for il For some, it is
unreachable.
His knowledge IS tbe knowledge
of the meaning of life, He knows
-why we are here on this earth
together and he accepts it and he is
happy with it, for it makes him
happy as it makes all those who
know it happy.
It is Love. Love of life. Love of
the self. Love of fellow man. Love
of nature,love of green grass, fresh
arr, and talllrees. Love of family,
love of motber, father, brother, and
sister, love of spouse and children.
Love of being.
He has Love, And He Is Happy.

.If you 've been looking for an opportunity that will open up acareer possibility, consider the entry·level
poslttons at EDS. We're theworld 's leader in the computer and communications services industry, and we
offer outstandln.g opportunities to begin a career in one of the world 's fastest growing industries.
EDS IS lo~klng fo~ achievers -:- people who make thing s happen. If you are interested in applying your
talents In ~he informatIOn processing services industry, you won't find a better place to grow than EDS.
Our h~ g h l y- res~ ected developmental programs arenationally recognized as models for the industry.
They proVide techntcal challenge, profeSSional expertise and the business savvy you 'll need to become
one of the industry 's best-prep red profeSSionals
Systems Engineering Development
.. 4·year college degree (any major) with a 3.0/4 0 overall GPA preferred
Engineering Systems Development
.. 4-year college degree In electrical, mechanical, manufactu ring . industrial or chemical
engineering with a 3.01 .0 overall GPA preferred
Accounti ng and Financial Development
.. BS/BA In Accounting and/or Finance with a 3.5/4.0 overall GPA preferred
All positio ns also require: excellent
~~---------------~
communication skills, a strong record of
Lois Lyons
ach ievement and flexibility to re locate
EDS Developmental Re cruiting
nationwide.
13600 EDS Drive
Dept. 2.cn11 79
Send your resume to :
Herndon, VA 22071
-800-233-0029
EDS also has outstanding opportunities for experienced Information ProceSSing profeSSionals.
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PrinCipals Only An Equal Opportunity Employer M/FIV/H
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Bryant's Grease Gives S ·ck
Bells to
Ring
Melissa Wood
Archway StajfWriter

It was a "makes-you-feel-good"
evening. Rock-n-roll and romance,
sock hops and songs. Set to the bee
bop beat of the 50's, Grease,
Mike Chagros
directed by senior Catherine
Archway StajfWriter
Duprey. was performed by the
The Mount Vemons Ladies' Bryant Players last weekend.
With music and lyrics by Jim
Association, which owns and
Jacobs
and Warren casey. Grease,
maintains ML Vemon in Virginia,
has requesled that Bryant College TIu!New50'sMusical Comedy, lells
ring its bells in the lOwer this SWlday the lOry of a budding romance
for two minutes at noon. They between a "cool" boy (Danny) and
request this in celebration of the a"not-so-c001" girl (Sandy). Along
200th Anniversary of George the way, Danny, Sandy, and the
Washin gton 's Inauguration. other characters deal with the
Churches. synagogues. universities. numerous problems teenagers face:
and colleges across the nation will cars, being cool (i.e., The Pink
simultaneously join together in the Ladies and The Burger PaJace
Boys), dating, and the list goes on.
200 year-old tradition.
John Cirello (Danny) looked like
,.--- - - -- - - - - - - - , the "typical high school guy n love
taU with lanky legs and a
changing voice, and somewhat
unsure about his new feelings.
Cirello comically displayed both
sides ofDanny: being cool wilh the
Exercise serves you right.
guys and expressing his true feelings
for Sandy.
Sandy, played by Tracy BourgeL.
was the sweet Hale girl, unsure of
whether or not to give lolO peer
pressure. Sandy's timid nature was
evident unul it came time to sing.
Then tile petite Bourgetpushed aside
all Limtdity. Whether alone or with
other • Bourget did a great job
singing. rn particular was "Sandra
DeeReprise." duringwhlch shehad
the stage to herself.
Rizzo,therebelPinlcLadyplayed
by Tracy Warrender captured the
American Heart
audience with herhumorous, though
Association
subtle, faci 1 expr~ ions and
....4..,....... Often
v.
do as
r..:;
the spotlighL However, she proved

Take vour heart to cour t.

-

Iightenyo
by
Even if you're u to

Then yo starr to

y ur eyebrows in home·
work, you [ eedn't carrv
the world on your

write.You don't like [he
way you phm..:;ed aparJ
graph? No prohl m- try

. houlder .
Not with a iacintosh
compuler on your de k.
Think or an a, .ign·
ment (hat weigh hea';],
on your mind right n )w
.y, a term paper. With
Macint h, you can bring
instant onler to the jumble
of notes, saibbles, quotes,
and excerpts lhat'll go
into your pap . You can
quick! draft an outline,
change the order of topics t
and jot down related ideas
at will.

somethjng new) without

erasing or retyping aword.
Want to move [he e ond
pag ofyour fLrst draft to
Ole tail end Jryour last

draft? It only takes
a re~ :'Iccand\).
With Macmtosh,
au can .uso IlJ e
your paper

herself while singing ''There Are
Worse Things 1 Could 00."
Meanwhile, Jan (Jennifer
Hofmann), another Pink Lady,
couldn tseem Iosatisfy herappetile.
Her best friend was a box of

refo mance

by his friends), exposing colorful
underwear. The first pair bad "Jan"
printed on them and were shown.
guile ap,P,ropriately during
• Mooning. During the curtain call.
his underwear expre sed an

about the 50's. while Lhe
"youngsters" imagined what life
was like then. It was a play that all
could enjoy (despite Iheoccasional
cursing). As !he entire company
sang "Sballin' at the High School
Hop "Lhreecastmembersrandown
the aisles and asked people in the
audience to dance with them.
A low point of the production
w the set changes. Working with
a limited stage area (in the Janilc:ies
Auditorium) and considering the
various senings, the cast had no
choiccbut tochange setsqWleoflen.
nfortunately. the curtain was up
SO that the audience could see what
was going on. It was distracting to
see props being moved off and on
the stage between scenes.
The band, coordinated by James
PresL. was quite good.Their sound
was smooth. but at the same time
created an upbeat mood. Their
ability to match their sound to the
singing of individuaJ cast members
was enjoyable. The band increased
their sound for those singers with
rrong, loud voice. while lOoing it
down for those with sofler voices.
By doing this, the audience could
hear what the band was playing and
what th perfonners were singing.
The band also compensated for those
occasi nal off,pitch Omes. Both the
audience and the castgave the band
a'LandingovationaLtheconclusion
of the play.
Boy meets girls. They fall in love.
And in the end, everything works
oul This production was one that
Sandy (Tracy Bourgetllaments that It',
made you smile, at least to yourself.
Raining on Prom Night
The cast appeared to be having fun,
as though !.hey belonged together.
appropriaremessage - "TheEnd... How appropriate then. that their
Saturday night's audience performance of "We Go Together"
c - ted of lude.ms. staff and (original and repnse were two of
ron.
admUl
Ii n, nen .
(ami} . the be numbers.
his parus were removed (one time, The "older generation" reminisced
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pc ufread in minute or
.And y )U cal ill ustrate
it ~ it! professional
10 king drawings and
graphs. even if you don't
know aT-square from a
Tbird.
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Career Savvy

Working in the
Mucic Industry
by Melissa Barnes

Q. I want to work in the music
industry. How can I do this? Am I at
the wrong school?
A. There are lots of jobs in the
music induS1Jy that are appropriate
for bu iness majors. I'll touch on a
few of them.
The recording IDdustry has
several possibilities forpeopJe with
a knowledge of mark ting and an
interest and knowledge in music
and records. These include field
merchandisers. salesperson ' .
promotion staffers, publicists and
marketingrepresenlalives. Theoick
is getting afoot in the door. This can
be done through internships, which
are offered by all the miyor record
companies. Most of these are in
New York City, California or
Tennessee.
Another way in is to get a job as
a campus representative, promoting
a label's records while you're in
school. These jobs don't pay much
but often lead to positions upon
graduation. A third way is to work
in a large record store where you'
come in contact with record
company personnel.
Another ~r option is to
become a record shop ordepartment
manager. These jobs aren 't as
competitive as those in the recording
industry. The path ofentry is usually
to work as a record store or
department clerk while in school.
The radio business is
competitive. but it can be cracked
by those who know how. If you

n

want to be a disc jockey, start by
work ing for W IMF. Try to
supplement that with an internship
at a local station, and when you are
ready to apply. make a demo tape.
Th se jobs go to people with an
attractive style or personality.
Jobs in radio sales often pay more
than "air" jobs. WJMF. internships
and any sales experience are good.
bases for these jobs. In any radio
job. you may have to 'tart ala small.
lower paying Slanon and work you
way into a larger one.
Some people create their own
music industry positions by
bccomingmanagers for one or more
muslcaJ groups or artists. or by
becoming booking agen . There
are lots of groups and acts waiting
for someone to help them. You may
want to learn the ropes by working
for a management agency fIrst.
Groups iooking for managers may
advertise in newspapers.
Business Communications
majors may want to work in
publicity or public relations for the
industry. To get started, write
reviews of concerts and records for
the Archway or a small newspaper.
Develop a portfolio, which can help
you get an internship with a record
company or music-oriented publi
relations firm, or work you way in
by writing for small newspapers.
Another path is to work in general
public relations fIrst.
For more information, see the
book, "Career Opportunities in the
Music l ndustry ," located at Career
Services.

AMERICA N PRO DUC TION AND
I VENTORY CONTROL SOCIETY
PRESENTS

Outside the Bryant
Center
Saturday 12-6 At the Track
Come Dunk Some Fam iliar Faces
Friday 12-6

Entry Level Accountants and Auditors
At Boston Headquarters
As one of the largest property and casualty insurers in the nation, Liberty
Mutual has an exceptional variety of opportunities to offer you. We pro
vide internal advancement, leadership in computer technology, educa
tional programs and an environment in w hich you wiD be exposed to a
broad range of accounting challenges. Along w ith a competitive salary,
you will also receive eomprehensive benefits including medical and life
insurance, t uition reimbursement and a pension plan.
We seek graduating Accounting majors, w ith a strong educational rec
ord, effective communication skills, and computer proficiency, If your
goal is a varied account ing opportunity, join us at our corporate
headquarters in Boston's Back Bay. These positions will be available
June 1989 .

To apply, please send a cover letter, resume and college transcript to
Tom Barbaro, Technical Employment Recruiter, Uberty Mutual
Insurance Group, 175 Berkeley Street, Boston MA 02 117.

LIBER1Y
MlJTUi\L.
Liberty Mutual Insurance Group
Equal Opportunity Employer
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Health News

AR IFICIAL 14.
by L.aw1l Morrisete
Health Educator
Recent concerns over America's
overconsumption of faJ:s has spurred
the food industry to devise a "Fake
Fal " Tis is a solution that preserves
the taste of fat., but eliminates its
possible heaJth risks.
Earlier in the year The Nutra
Sweet Compan y formally
announced the development of its
low calorie/cholesterol tree fat
substitute "SIMPLESSE". Prior to
that announcement. Proctor &
Gamble had requested permission
fro m he Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) for its caJorie
free fat substitute "OLESTRA".
Both of mese products could be
introduced in foods as early as this
year. A change such as this could
substantially alter the way
Americans eal
NATURAL VS. ARTIFICIAL
FAT
It is very likely that you're
already consuming some foods that
contain a fatsubstitute. Focexample,
some low-calorie saJad dressings
contain oil that is replaced with
gums, and certain frozen desserts

s:

contain a processed starCh mat feels
and tastes lilce fat
Simplesse and Olestra are
different in that they attempt to
replicate more nanual - fat qualities
like LaSte, texture and cooking
properties.
Simplesse is made of protein
from milk or egg white that bas
been heated and shaped into
approximately 50 million tiny,
round flavorless particles per
teaspoon. These particles give foods
like Salad Dressing and Imilation
Ice Cream, the smoothness and
creaminess associated with fat 
without the calories (only I-If3
calorie per gram).
One half tablespoon of butter
ubsLitute made with Simplesse
would have about 12 caJories
compared to Butter's 50 calories.
SimplessecanllOt be used for frying
because its particles coagulate with
heal Those allergic to milk and
eggs will lilcely react adversely to
Simplesse because the body seems
o digest it in a similar manner to
protein.
TbeFDA hasorgedNutra Sweet
lO submil data to qualify for their
GRAS (Generally Recognized As

Dieter's Dream or Dilemma
Safe) list. However, Nutra Sweet
contends that because Simplesse is
made with only natural ingredients,
(whose changes are physical not
chemicaJ aJteraLions) FDAapproval
is not needed 10 manufacture it. 10
the interim however, the company
is testing products that will contain
Simplesse, and could likely be on
the martet this year.
Proctor & Gamble's "Olestra",
is a synthetic calorie-free fat
substitute made up of sucrose
polyesters. These are combinations
of sugar and fatty acids. Unlike
Simplesse, Olestra can be used for
frying, as weU as in margarine,
chocolate, ice cream and other
dessert products.
It has taken Proctor & Gamble
more than ftfteen years to develop
Olestra and to submit it to me FDA
or acceptance. Early research on
the product suggest mat it ould
cause Diarrhea if eaten in large
quantities. Cel1ain experts claim that
OJestra can inhibit the absorption of
fat soluble Vitamins - A, D,E andK
- from other foods. Preliminary trials
suggest only Vitamin E - which
Olestra is enriched with - is likely LO
be significantly affected. Olestra

bas caused leukemia, nunors, and
liver problems in laboralOr)' animals
in early research conducted by the
Center for Science in the Public
Interest Proctor & Gamble relates

that their studies do not show
evidence of these changes.
WHATCONS~SCAN

00:
Nutritionists view the future of
fake fats with varying degrees of
emotion. Although these products
may seem to aid individuals at risk
for heart disease in lowering their
fat intake and cholesterol levels,
many are likely to use fatsubstituteS
as a core for obesity. The success of
this is extremely doubtful. The same
is true for people who consume
sugar substitutes and tend to
compensate for the reduction in
calories by increasing energy intake
from olher foods. The hardest battle
in weightcontrol lS maintaining not
losing the weight. Successful people
do SO by making permanent life
slyle changes. The use of fat
substitutes, will nOl guarantee
weight maintenance or weight loss.
Fat subsLiwteS are not likely to
encourage consumers to make
sensible eating choices, because

"No matter
how bad
they are,
Grandma

they will tend to rely 00 fal/quick
diet approaches provided by Fake
Fat foods.
Americans as a whole tend to
seek a qi'l ick-fix approach 10 their
health, and the case of Fake Fats
appears to be no different The
responsibility still remains with me
consumer to read labels carefully
and decide whether ornot mey want
these products as part ofmeireating
plan.
• Source: Adapted in part from
Judith S. Stem, Sc. D, Professor of
Nutrition at University ofCalifomia.

Senate News
Executive
Council
Announces
Committes
by Ann orrester
Senator

IS PARKING A PROBLEM?
How do you feel about the new
parking situation? Come voice your
opmioo at the Senate meeting
Wednesday. May 3 &4:00 pm in
Meeting Room 2A & B. Chief
Wheeler wiU be there to addre
any questions or problems.
The Executive Council has
appointed committee chaIrs for
1989·90. They are:
AD HOC:
Chair: Marjorie Grahm
Members: Heather Caidrone. Ann
Neumann, Scou Martin. Rodn y
Rtl Y 1ohnBoccuzz I
BR ' A T
CEo TE
ADVISORY BOARD: Chair: Scon
Martin
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The right choice.

ELECTIO S:

Chair:

Cnndi

l

I e-Chau:

Ann Forre let

RAe:

Chair: Tara Hunt
Members: Kim McDermon. Scon
Gonzalez,MaIjorie Graham
FUNDRAlSING:
Chaw. Deena PanarieUo
Members: Scott Gonzalez. KJm
McDennolt.,MichelIe Duprey
JUNIOR CLASS:
Chair: Kim McDennou
Members: all Juniors
PARENTS WEEKEND: Chair:
Kristin Pfahler
PARLIAMENTARIAN:
Rodney Riley
PUBLIC RELAnONS; CJuur:
Ann Forrester
Members: Candi Stewart, Scon
Martin,Deena PanarieUo. Sean
Reed.Rodney Riley, M8fJorie
Graham
QUALITY OF STUDENT
LIFE: Chair: John Boccuzzi
SENIOR CLASS:
Chair. Michelle Duprey
Members: all Seniors
SENlOR CLASS GIFT: Chair:
Rodney Riley
SENIOR SERVICE AWARD:
Chair: Jennifer Ellert
SOPHOMORE CLASS: Chair:
SCOll Gonzalez
Members: aJI Sophomores
SPAC:
Chair: Larry Jasper
Vice-Chair: Tara Hunl
SPECIAL OLYMPICS: Chair.
Heather Hunt
TAP:
Chair: Ann Neuman
UCB:
Chair: Jennif~ Ellert
WAYS AND MEANS: Chair.
Scott Larson
Members: Larry Jasper, Deena
Panariello,Sean Reed, Jennifer
Ellert,Michelle Duprey, Kristin
Pfahler
CONSTITUTION REVISION:
Chair: Nicole K<nun
Members: Larry Jaspez, Kristin
Pfahl«,Rodncy Riley. Tara Hunt.
Rob CoviDo. Michelle J:luiRy
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GlLC, M INORITY B USINESS S TUDEN TS' AsSOCIA TION

HOSTED BY: STUDENT SENATE, S KI C LUB,

SPONSORE

BY THE STUDENT PROGRAMMING BOARD
SATURDAY, APRIL 29TH

THURSDAY, APRIL 27TH
J ,

4.30-S.30PM

'Y,.,a " '

DENNY DENT - (SKI CLUB)

JI

AFTERNOON AT THE TRACK - (SPB)

OUTSIDE BRYANT CENTER
4.30PM

12NOON-6.30PM

OUTDOOR CONCERTS / BAR-B-QUE

BALLOON SEND-OFF - (SPB)

ANGEL'S LANDING - SCHOOL BAND

OUTSIDE BRYANT CENTER

RED STRIPE - REGGAE BAND
COMEDIAN

FRIDAY, APRIL 28TH

''THE FOOLS"
NOVELTY ACTS - CARICATURIST,

3.00-S .00PM

REPTILE WORLD - (STUDENT SENATE)

TEMPORARY TATTOOS

OUTSIDE KOFFLER CENTER

PHOTOBUTTONS.

4.30-7. 0 0PM

STEAK DINNER - Lou STEVENS SHOW

7.00- 11 .OOPM

JAMES M OSES - SINGER/GUITARIST -

9.00-11.00PM

(STUDENT SENATE AND SKI CLUB)
DORM 14
9.00-1 .OOAM

& lS

COMEDY AND MAGIC SHOW (M.B.S.A.)
SALMANSON DINING ROOM

COMMONS

"BILLY AND THE K IDS" - (GLC)
SUNDAY« APRIL 30TH
7. 00

& 9. 1SPM

MOVIE: CLEAN AND SOBER - ( SPB)
A UDITORIU M

SPRIN G WEEKEND '89
"ROCKIN' IN TO SPRING"
BRYANT STUDENTS

Need to carry their curr nt Bryant College J.D. all weekend.
(For access to campus, admission to events, elc.)
Are responSible for the behavior and actions of their guest and should accompany their quest at all times.
GUESTS

ONE guest per student for the weekend.
Wristbands on sale NOW at INFO Desk· $3.00 each Bryant College J.D.required.
Each guest will need to wear a Spring Weekend wristband.
Wristbands SHOULD NOT be removed.
A wristband wiu be requireed at the gate for a guest to enter campus.
Overnight guests will be required to observe residence hall room capacities as follows:
Dorms 14 & 15 -4 people per room
Suite Style Halls - 4 person - 8 people per room
6 person -12 people per room
Townhouses - 10 people per townhouse
(AIl of the above numbers include residents)
ALCOHOL POLICIES
The following are reminder~ of existing campus policies:
No alcohol is permitted at events.
Noglass containers are permitted at outdoor events.
No coolers are permitted at outdoor events.
Public consumption of alcohol is not permitted.
PARKING
Cars parked in restricted areas risk being towed in addition to ticketing
ALL EXISTING CAMPUS POLICES ARE IN BFFECf ON SPRINGWEEKEND. STUDENTS ARE REMJNDEDTHAT ALL POLIOFS
ARE CONTAINED IN THE STIJDENT HANDBOOK.
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"Book Lockers"
Students Needed to Fill Committees
OORMlTORY ROOM KEYS
RETURN HOURS
Lock and Key Shop will be open:
May 12th
8 am to 8 pm
May 13 and 14th
8 am to 4 pm
May IS thru 19th
8 am to 8 pm
May 20th in the Rotunda 8 am to 8 pm
I . Room keys must be returned by the
person who picked it up.
2. Student J.D. must be shown.
3. Deposits will not be mailed or given to
roommates.
4. Having a Bryant College key duplicated
off campus is illegal. Please do not attempt
to turn one in as an original.
5. The keys from this year will not work in
the same area next year. Possession of a
dormitory key after May 26,1989, is theft
of College property.

Students are needed to fill the following
comminees.
2 students- (I male and I female) Committee on
Fraternities and Sororities
5 students - Athle tic Advisory Comminee
9 students- (6 residents and 3 commuters) Student
Judicial Board
Any interested students should contact Harry
Franks at 232-6043 or mail name, year, and address
to Box 5. THANKS FOR YOUR HELP!

The following jobs are just a few of the many part time jobs that are currently available. For more
information about these jobs and others, contact the office of student employment, located with career
services in the unistructure.
CODE NO. 392
Position: Bank Trainee
Location: Cranston
Hours : 15-20 full time swnmer
Pay rate: to be discussed
CODE NO. 393
Position: Sales
Location: Providence
Hours : make your own
Pay
ra te :
depends
ability(comm.)

CODE NO. 419
Position: Bookkeeper
Location: Providence
Hours : IOwk Flex.
Pay rate: $5.00

locker expires Ihis year. return
the key to the Public Safety Office
in person before June 1, 1989, to
recei ve your deposit back.

THURSDAY, MAY 4, is
Ascension Day. There will be
two Masses on campus in the
Bryant Center. Room 2A & B,
at 12:05 p.m. and 3:30 p.m.

BOOK LOCKER RETURNS
May IS, 1989 through May 19 , 1989
Public Safety Office - I pm. to 4 pm.
May 20, 1989 - Rotunda 8 am. to 8 pm.

Job Opportunities
CODE NO. 382
Position: Sales
Location: Warwick
Hours : Flex.
Pay rate: $5.00+comm

If the contract on your book

on

CODE NO. 396
Position: Bookkeeper
Location: Providence
Hours : 4 hrs a day
Pay rate: $5.00+

CODE NO. 394
Position: Accountant
Location: Cranston
Hours : 15 now full summer
Pay rate: $7-7.50

CODE NO. 389
Position: Q uality Control
Location: East Providence
HOUTS : 20
Pay rate: $6.00

CODE NO. 386
Position: General Office Manager
Loca1i n: Provide
Hours : !o.1·F 84. full nme wn mer
Pay rate: negotiable

CODE NO. 390
Position: Cashier & Doorman
Location: Providence
Hours : 15 weekend also
Pay rate: $4.00

CODE NO. 387
Position: Sales
Location: Providence
Hours : open & comm.
Pay rate: negotiable

The Actuarial Association would
like to congratulate its new
officers for 1989 - 1990.
President - Pamela Bruyns
Vice President - Brian Hunter I
Secretary - Cheryl Nelson
Treasurer - Lisa Mahlert
Directors - Michael Moraca,
Steve Naldi

CoUege ~

Are Poltergeists Fact or
Fiction?
On Tuesday May 2nd, the Office
of Residence Life will sponsor
Lorraine and Edward W arren to
lecture on spiritual possession and
exorcism. The Warrens are from
Monroe, Conneticut. This couple
has been researching their topic
for 44 years and speaking on it for
20 years. The Warrem will bring
with them photos and tape footage
to go along with their lecture. They
will speak in the auditorium
starting
at
6:30pm
for
approximately two hours and Ihe
lecture will be closed with
questions from the audience. A
one dollar admission price will be
charged. Don't miss Ihe event of
the semester "Is it Fact or is it
Fiction?" Only you can be the
judge.

Cancelled Courses - Fall 1989

CODE NO. 385
Position: Secretary/Receptionist
Location: East Providence
Hours : M-F 1-5,20 hrs
Pay rate: negotiable

A
A
A
CS
EC

CODE NO. 397
Position: Bookkeeping(Typing
Location: Pawtucket
Hours : 3 per day
Pay rate: $8.00

L
M
MG
MG
MG
MG
MG

HI

Position: UPS needs Package
Handlers, Center look-up Clerk,
and Lotus aerie. for more info
see David Broo

MK
P
SC
SC
PS
PS
SO

Disoibution company in New
Bed for d area looking for
Assistant Manager & Office
Manager. Assistant needs strong
accounting and computer skills.
For more info see David Brooks.

2510
2611
451A
464A
451A

IMWF2F
2-4TIH
330 -445TTH
II - 1215TTH
2 - 215 TIH
IMWF
3MWF
930 - 1045TIH
330 -445TTH
8 - 915 TIH
3MWF
2 MWF
3MWF
3-415 MW
2 MWF
12- 2 F
4 - 6M/4 -6W

3MWF
llMWF
2 - 315TTH
9MWF

H

385B

MK 311F

FR I DAY

M

201K
20lB
103B
EC 30lC

M
M

SATURDAY

S UNDAY

Morahan
Staff
Staff
Hill
Staff
Staff

12MWF
Staff
3 - 415 MW
Popper
from R. Smith to Staff
form A. Olimky to Staff
from M. Rosenzweig to Staff
from P. Mini to Staff

MENU FO R THE WEEK
THURSDAY

Staff
Fontaine
Strickland
Swearingen
Sweeney
Litoff
Santos
Broz
Babbar
Babbar
Staff
Staff
Williams
Popper

Added

CODE NO. 388
Position: Child Care
Location: Smithfield
Hours : Tuesday or Mondays 12
4:30
Pay rate: $5.50

CODE NO. 391
Position: Bookkeeping
Location: Cranston
Hours : 20-25
Pay rate: $6.00

The Brolhers of Della Chi will be
playing 92 Pro-FM in a benefit
softball game Sunday, May 7th at
1 pm for United Cerebral Palsy at
the baseball field here at Bryant

CODE NO. 383
Position: Data Entry-ffiM
Location: North Providence
Hours : 20 a week
Pay rate: $6.50

241A
347F
442E
411A
471A
461B
401E
251B
30lG
3011
302E
302H
456B
4 12A
480B
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MONDAY

*

TUESDAY

reat Yourself

Right

WEDNESDAY

BREAKFAST

BREAKFAST

BRUNCH

BREAKFAST

BREAKFAST

BREAKFAST

Bran Muffins
' AsSl Bagels
Asst Donuts
Com Fritters
Hard Cooked Eggs
Eggs 10 Order
Tomato & Cheese melet
Home Fried Potatos
'HoI C6real

Com Bread
,Ass!. 8age15
Assl Donuts
Pancakes
Hard Cooked Eggs
Eggs ID Order
sausage Omelet
Hash Brown Polatoes
'Hot Cereal

Cannel Buns
' Ass!. Bagels
Assl Donuts
Franch Teas t
Hard Cooked Eggs
Eggs to Order
Cou nt~ Style Eggs
Hash rown Polal086
'Hot Cereal

Blueberry Muffins
•Ass!. Bagels
AsSl Donuts
Pancakes
Hard Cooked Eggs
~9S to Order
C ease Omelet
Home Fried Potal086
'Hot Cereal

Corn Bread
' Ass!. Bagels
Asst Donuts
FrencI'I Waffles
Hard Cooked Eggs
Eggs kl Order
BaCoo Omelet
Potato Puffs
'Hot Cereal

LUNCH

LUNCH

Asst Muffins
Asst Donuts
' Ass!. Bagels
8tuebeny Pancajles
Hard CoOked Eggs
Eggs to Order
caitadian Bacon
Potato Puffs
Tcmail Sou&
Slrawbe~
SWeOlSh
Is

WNCI1

LUNCH

WNCH

Minestrone Soup

N E Clam Chowder
Gnllad Rooben
Fish Fillet
'Macaroni & Cheese
Japanese Vegs.
Nacho Chips
'Pe
GnU & Deli Bar
Cucumber in Sour C/9am
Butterscotch Brownie&
'FraU! Fruit'!

French Onion Soup
BlT Sandwich
'Chile Con Came
F8lIuccini Alfredo
'Green Beans
'Rice
Deli & Gnll Bar
Fruit & Mershmellow
Hermits
'Fresh Fruit

Beef Bat1ey Soup
Bagel Melts
'Chicken Chow tdein
Fried Clam Roll
'Sliced Carrots
'Staamed Rice
Grill & Deli B8I
Old Fashion Potato Safad
Devils Food cake wllcing
'Fresh Fruit

Chtli Soup
Sau:ae.
Pepper &Onioo Sub
'Beef unfD

DINNEfI

DiNNER

DINNER

Chinese Chickai1 Wings
'Sloppy Joe on a Bun
Western Omelet
'1!rocaIIf Speers

'RIce
Grilt & Deli Bar
Country Style Toma1OeS
BrOWnies
'Fresh Fruit

DINNER
' BaIted FIsh Alrnoodine
Shrimp Lo Mein
Veal Parmesan
' Rlgamni with Tornato Sauce
Rissole Potakles
'Green Beans
Sliced Carrots
Dinner Rolls
Grapanut Cu&tard
Carrot Cake
'Fresh Fruit

DINNER
SPRING WEEKEN)

esQ

SPRI WEEKEND
FESTIVAl. AT THE

TRACK

f:.~ts

'Chopped Beef Steak
'Peas
Potato Chips
Deli Bar
~ Cake wlWhi18 !clog
, i"e$h FrUit
DINNER

'Roast Top Round 01 Beef Au

Jus

PeppEIf & OnIOn Quiche
'Unguini wITomato Sauce
~ Noodles Mixed
D ,.... Rotls
' Florentine Vegs.
' Brussel SproulS
loa Cream Novelties
' Fresh Fruit

Chicken C~ WlGrINY
0alz0ll8li wi
'Slechuan Beef
'While Rice
' Zucchini
Dinner Rolls
White Cake wlAimond Icing
Blue~ Cobler
' Fresh ruit

'Salisbury St
'Spageni wITornato Sauce
Cheese Ravioli
Meatloaf w/Gravy
Green Bean Cassarole
' Mashed P01aIlIeI
'Sliced Carrots
lBIian Bread
Devil.. Food Cake wNaniNa
Icing
~ Pie SqU8l16
'r;
Fruit

Quiche Lorraine
'Yellow Squash

Com Chps

Grill & Deli Bar
Marinated Vegs.
Chocolate Chip Cookies
'Frosh Fruit

Beaf Pot Pie
'Ileked Ziti
•Baked Fish Italian
'Ziti wITornate Sauce
French Bread
French Fries
'1!rocaI1i Florets
'Brussel Sptouts
Gingerbread
Chocolate CIaam Squares
'Fresh Fruit
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What is your opinion abo

QJlestion:

Stowell & Wesley (Residents) - -No good, you have to walk too far. We don't
have cars anyway, but it stHl stinksI"

(
Kellin (Resident) - "It doesn Ymake any sense.
We residents pay the most to be here, but we get
the worst parking. "
Tracy (Resld6nt) • -I think h's a real inconvenf6nce to
the students now, but they11 be glad for the extra
protection that we gel out o( it.•

Karen, Dab/e, & Sue (ReSidents) - "The commuters have to walk to
the unistructure anyways, so why should they get the good
spots...and we pay more tool"

Doug & Kellin ( Residents) . We should be able to park where we want.
We pay $13,000 to come here, we should eal?h have our own personel
parking spot for that money.•

1HURSDAY, APRll.. 27, 1989 11
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"Overnight Parking Policy"?

by

!.ItinrgrrFwmp

Karen & Chris (Commuters) • "We think its great! We can get
here later but stilI get to class In tifT16.•

Jill (Commuter) - "As a commuter. It does not really affect me
but if Ilivsd on campus, jt would be e)(lfelTl8ly Inconvement. 

Jake & Andrew (Commuters) - Although the policy is favored by most
commuters, since we're I(laving for good In two weeks, we really don t care·

Todd (Resident) - "As a resident, I find It annoYIng to
walk back through empty lots at night. •

Rich, Bob, & Edwin (Residents) - ·We really can see the Intrinsic value of
parking overnight next to the tennis courts and the soccer fields. We're all
for itl"

Michelle & Cindy ( Residents) - "/t's a pain to walk so far. We
should have a choice of where to park!"
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E ORS

WRITE A SENIOR
EFLECTION FOR

THE ARCHWAY
COMMENCEMENT ISSUE
COlllmencelllent is a tillle to reflect upon
your experiences at Bryant. This is your
last chance to record all those great and
not-so-great moments - the ones you can 't
forget, and the ones you'd like to forget.

To contribute your senior reflection
to .The Archway contact Eric at
The Archw y Office, 232-6028.

PERSONALS

THE ARCHWAY
Bill and Emmett - you 're great cooks
- next time put out the fire!
10 - are you watching the road - or do
you want me to?
Congratulations Rich and Karen! I'm
almost as happy as you!
Congratulations Toddllll

Down with Nestle!! Go Hershey! I

1..0 . yes
picture1

r still live in B 1 • Jo need a

Kevin is this just lilce the twmel1
To carl in AB - No, you're not a jerk,

and I still think you're cute! AD

Sorry about the play~ Laura

Here's your persOimel 101m (and guys)

Bryant players : thank you all so much
in your success!
Lynda

T .W. you will never know how much
the dedication of your song m eant 10
me

BryantPlayers: I love each and every
oncofyou! Love Lynda

reponC?lCAM

f, r lening me hare

Wanted: lIJlyone with a size 7 shoe

Flubber lips reigns!

Commencement

Banquet Date wanted 13 3......... .

10  ou 've lost that lovjng feeling
but it will never end
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Let's all bow our heads and pray for
the Bruins and raise our middle fmgers
to the Canadiens!!
To Tommy from Lucaya beach: Sorry
I missed you. - Katy from Delaware

Where 's mine and T im's?

What do you mean I can't smoke in
your house? - Roll down the windows!
Get off the van!! - How do you feel
after playing soccer!

Lo - will spring weekend beQU ALITY
TIME??
Can you explain how this sale works
one more time?!
Who did you see in Vicloria's secret?
WHAT!!

Lost: 3 LARGER bath Iowels no
questions asked! Who took my Iowels?

SaturdaJk May 20tli

It not funny Naid!
Bob is this car hy ____dromatic

* Extension on Campus Housing

BucketMan Lives ! BucketMan Lives !
You're such a doody!

* A chance to help the Senior Class

PLAYERS thenaks for making my
dream come true!

God, and asst God are fish food!

Dresses and fists will be flying
everywhre! !

Hey Kenicks, you were supposed 10
rumble the flaming dukes; not me

Jules - just remember that Rubs loves
youl

Bryant Players . we did it! You guys
are the best! Love Doody

HI Michelle in Dorm 5!! Here's your
personal!!

Bob D . "Can I help it if my car
wouldn't strart"

T rich . or is it Pat - Good Luck this
swnmer!!

To all Bryant students. week late papers
can be done in one day, don't sweat it

MJ  who did you know on the raffle
committee?

Infonnationa{ Meeting
(it is important tliat you attend one)

Monday, May 1, 3:30pm, Bryant Center
Meeting Room 1
Tuesday, May 2, 3:30pm, Bryant Center
Meeting Room 1

I'm on an emotional rollercoaster
Holy magnet

T rae - HI

Do I have bad thing written across my
forhead?

Mandy . thanks for the movies.
Hello N IUICY!!

Did someone say "the pond?"

Hara Krisna, Hara Rama!!

It all seems 10 be Calling in place. 2
goals comp leted!!

Questions? Call the office of Student
Activities at 232-6160.

You will all be president and accounted
ofr in our hearts. Just the way we always
remeber them

ENTION IS AJOR5
A D 5 UDEN S T E5TED IN
COMPUTER
ACADEMIC COMPUTING IS NOW
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
FOR THE FALL 1989 SEMESTER
APPLY AT THE ACADEMIC COMPUTING
OFFICE LOCATED IN THE
KOFFLER CENTER
•

NO EXPERIE CE NECESSA RY
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The following describes the Dining Service programs d esigned for meal
plan me mbers a nd their guests for Spring Weekend 189!
FRIDAY APRIL 28
STEAK NIGHT PICNIC - Salmonson Dining Room
4:30 PM to 7:00PM
Sirloin Steak
Cajun Chicken
Fresh Fried Fish
Steak Fries
Cole Slow
Chocolate Cake
Guest Price: $6.75 plus tax

Points accepted

SATURDAY APRIL 29
BRUNCH

Salmonson Dining Room
9:00AM - 1:OOPM
Guest Price: $4.10 plus tax Points accepted
DINNER
BBQ ATTHE TRACK
1:30PM - 6:30PM
(Rain Location: Salmonson Dining Room 4:00PM -7:00PM)
Upon entering the Track. present your meal card in exchange for 22 tickets, each worth 25¢. All food and
beverages will be available individually in exchange for these tickets.
Cheeseburgers
Meatball Grinders
Tuna Salad Grinders
Oranges
Apples
Oranges

Potato Chips
Brownies
Soda
Chili Dogs
Sausage Grinders

Tossed Salads
Watermelon
Popcorn
Chocolate Chip Cookies
Lemonade

Additional tickets may be purchased with cash at the track. Points cannot be accepted at the Track, how
ever, tickets wlll be sold for pOints at the Deli-Grill beginning Friday April 28th through Saturday April 29th.

SUNDAY APRIL 30
Brunch
Salmonson Dining Room
10:00AM - 2:00PM
Guest Price: $5:50 plus tax Points accepted
THE DELI-GRILL at the Bryant Center will be open throughout the weekend
Friday until 7 :OOPM
Saturday 7:OOAM-7 :OOPM
Sunday 1O:OOAM-7:OOPM
PLEASE REMEMBER!
You MUST have your meal card to have a c c ess to meals throug ho ut the weekend If you are on a meal plan.
Your MEAL CARD is for YOUR USE ONL Y-it is NOT transferable .
Cups a nd .other containers will not be a llowed in Dining facilities. Your cooperation is most appreciated.
Questions? -Contact the Dining Service at 232-6039.

[
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CLASSIFIEDS
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT
SEIZED VEHICLES from $ 100. HELP W ANTED
Fords ,
M rcedes ,Corvettes, College Students! VECTOR
Cbevys. Surplus Buyers Guide. , Marketing Corporation offers 500
Call 1-602-838-8885. EXT A8 126. full-time summer positions! Start
ing at S 11.05 per hour with ad
_vancemenL
Gain valuable expe
ATTENTION- GOVERNMENT
rience
in
marketing.
advertising,
HOMES [rom $ l (V-repair). Delin
-pr
motions,
and
public
relations.
quent tax property. Repossessions.
Mu
t
be
articulate.
Call
for an
CaUl-602-838-8885 EXT.GH8126.
interview/orientation now! Be
ATfENTION - HIRING! Govern
gin alter exam ! 401 -946-0 150.
ment jobs - your area. $17,840 In northern Rhode Islan and
$69,485. Call 1-602-838-8-88.
Massachuseus call 40 1-769-2429.
EXTRS126.

1----- ---- -1

III HELP WANTED III

Work at Home
Make $200.00 to $300.00
a day no experience
necessary
Call (213) 3 86 -2545

For More InfonnaUon

THE AMERICAN HEART
ASSCI:IATION
MEMORIAL PR<ERAM ",

h re M9Y e Priz 5
In Your Textbook •••
Bring your course books to the bookstore a1 the end of the term and sell them
for cash . For each b oo you sell, yo u'll receiv a sweepstakes game piece"
Yo '11 know immediately if you're winner. See p a rticipatIng bookstore
for deta ils. '\\lI1l1e ..IPOI",.I",I N,) pure"""..e rleC!Slaoylo wi/)

I

FIC-.t--l'n

3

:';1

'tOJR LIFE

America n Hea rt
Associa tton
This space provided as a public service.

Distribution Manag r
Wa te III
to ing in the fall semester.

Only a 3 ore mmitment per eek.
reaf on your re u I•
It 100
..

For more information about wages nd
jo de c iption all Drew at 232-6028.

GREEK NEWS
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Hi!! Hope everybody had a great
weekend-we didJ r Thank:! 10 Smoothe
and lib fOT a great job on the news last
week, and Lib, you're lucky you didn "
kill mel II Remember, revenge is sweet I
E-jelU, no more flash ing th
pMlOgrspher, thal'snot whathe'sthere
fori
The sisters were on their best
behavior this week (?) as we ,"ot visiled
byd wofthebigwigs. Didn Iyoulove
the stories about Matilda Malley??
Finally someone understands what we
went through!!
Our formal this weekend was a blasL
See nothing terrible happened Sue,
despite all your visions of doomlll
Wheredidthepledgepaddlego??There
eemed 10 be an awful lot of dirty
dancing going on I! Who took the potled
plant? Flash was seen stripping on the
ride ome. And you wonder here you
got you 're name! I There seemed 10 be
an awful lot of people holding each
o ther Up, wonder why l CongraJ.5 10
WYB n her las t minute date. Sorry if
we embarrassed you. but you never
silo 1 have done th ai at the spot! Lib
was p yched that she finally g0110 scoop
her dalll-how 's the couch'!? Chiquita
was p_ _ _ _ d that her dat.e dedicated a
song 10 someone else-soD)' J
Sruurday the sislc!TS continued their
trip into Iotal oblivion. We must have
some fascination with dancing on
furmlure! A few wenl 10 go Ii C how the
slOlen plant was making out, while
others ventured to party with TEP and
Delta. It was rumored that the King and
Queen had their own kind of fun.
Harvey. whru was that stuck 10 your
chest?? Free advertising?? Clueless was
the "keeper of the sacred hat"lhatnight;
if you even dared to try to take Lt away
from her, there was hell 10 pay!! the
funnlesl was w tching ber try to stand
up though)
The weekend was wrapped up when
a bunch of the sisters went out for dinner
and embarrassed Ten. wbose birthday
was Ilus week. Happy BirthdayJ) Next
time we'll remember to bring straw 10
eat the cake with!
Insports,oursoftballtearn wasshon 
lived, 10 say the leastl Tow-er, m.aybe
you should keep an eye out for tiIC
schedule next timel M aybe next year
we'Ulast a linIe longer I
Everyone have a great time this
weekend! II

A <'bK
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Well, Melanie is gone and Spring
Weekend is FINALLY here! What a
happy bunch of people we all are. I
expect you will all have fun, but I would
advise that you all take pictures to
preserve the memories since I tend 10
doubt your minds will remember.
Especially the six -pack (you know who
you are) who plan to venture inlo the
Garden. Haven' t you seen them lately,
clapping their hands about some bonus
deal? Lori, I hope ou survive your
birthday - have a blast!
We 'd like to thank D8 for their
generosity with their townhouse. We
really appreciate everything I snake bite
wasAW E SOM E !!!Her ' slo more
"shotsl shots! shots!" as the crowd went
wild. A few casualties cam.e aboul., but
no long -term darn age was done, as we'd
like to hope. BobN. wasoneoutstanding
individual who deserves rcco~tion.
He has slight difficulty flDlctionmg like
a nonnal human being, but what can we
say? We would be thrilled if some other
impaired bodies would return 10 the
IOwnhouse 10 repair the holes,please
don 'talljumpalonce.Thecut-offpolicy
shouW have been enacted a wee bit
earlier. Luann, how' s the alligalOr on
your belly?
A few sisters missed the pany but
kept up the tradition inNew Hampshire
with a few shotsoftheitown. A few too
many, perhaps - I know, I'm spooter.
Bea's formal was GREAT, thanks so
much! Carrie and Kim, we have some
party planning to do. get the blender
ready! And, to the 4 by4's,don'tforget,
AbsoIUl and Crystal Lightl
G-Ski thrilled us all one night upon
return from Asia. We'll pay $1 00 to Ihe
frrst person who can "open foo t, insert
mo Ill" as she thought was possible.
Don't ask me how, I have no lue.
Maybe she should just do her little I
Dream of Jeannie interpretation and
solve the dilemma. Or sing the Speed
Buggy theme song. G -Ski is a bundle of
fun and is available for hire, please see
her agents in the Psycho Suite for hours
and rates.
APK has contract fever, and not
only in conjunction wilh the Rent-a
Gopher plan. To say more would spoil

the surprise, although 1 wiD admit a
UCB pact is going inlO effect.
Softball is going well, thanks to
Moc's golden glove and Kari's ability
10 catch with her Jmees. These skills
have been acquired after relentlessly
analyzing Ihe talent of our resident
Athlete of the Week - former EI
Presidente - our own Christine D.!
Thereare a few things in life Ihat one
must try, nut we do NOT recommend
the French Onion Cheese.
Recent developments: Fougie is
wanted by the Smithfield Police Dept..
charges are pending but currently
unknown. Dice succeed.o; in "movmg
the conversation down a linIe." And
news flash to Nancy: I eats beets.
Thanks 10 TKE for broadening some
horiz.ons with such movies as Psycho
•
chick and Rollerball. What a treaL
Since this news is getLing long and
drawn ouI., r may as well nam.e the
quotes of the week. This one was
submined as a major QoIW: "I can't
understand how people get back together
after having an affair." On a rnor subLie
e all xpressed at
note, one I believ
one time or another: "Don't EVER leI
me do th at again."
APK TOP CAT!! I

BI:X
The formal came, and wenl., but a
good time was had by II Tucan you
babbling, stwnbling, fool, you did good.
Homer stop crawling. the puker couple
goes 10 Partch and Amy, exl time
wear robber clothe . Dudley funnel.
Juice nice view. Kim M . stay away
from dorm 2 orelse. AH HI need adste.
B ne how was your steak. Shrimp,
shnmp... Who hired the DJ. Digger .
We would all like 10 congratulate P
Man andlggy on a good JOb. it's about
time. Major, relax iI's over.
In Beta sports, our occer tearnis 3
1 and willmakethe playoffs, hopefully.
We would liJce 10 thank Jan for not
showing up at the formal, thanks
Gomez. Gato , h w ' your bile ?
We wo Id like 10 m ake a full
retracllon to B.P.M. III for last week's
comments. The wer uncalled for .
We meant to write the SM about Iggy.
If his feelings are hurt, we fell sooooo
sad.
We beat Phi-Sig in football and
drank free, then we beat them in
basketball and drank free, what's next
soccer? Hah
Dog: Elroy, Rex
Cheek: T llcan

Al:X
This week was not as eventful as last
week because nothing could lOp our
formal. In Delta sports We rolled over
4th floor in softball, our record is now
2-1. The B-team ended its season with
a show of its own. DonAlions are being
accepted so we can buy Orris a softball
manual, a compass and a map. Also in
Delta. sports there was a WrClitling/
Boxing match on Thursday night
between Pom and Keri. The match
ended with Fonz NEVER wanting 10
see her again. Luckily the word 'never'
10 Fonzmeans a mere half hour. Keri's
record is now 2-0. Laleron, the dynamic
duo went to Fonz's house so Ken could
insult his parents, after all he is a
Spoiled Brat.
h was a typical Friday night on
Bryant campus...BORING, except for
Harvey. He was busy modeling the new
Athletic wear on Misd 's floor.
On Saturday night we once again
combined with Ihe Brolhers ofTEP 10
put all otherparties 10 shame. Wookie,
Bo2., and Ollis kept the party going our
style . To out surprise, Obo went 0-4.
first striking out with an Alpha Flea.
Considering his luck with founal dates,
it was no wonder why he m ade his
moves on Jeffs ex-formal date, bu t
once again he was shot down(out #2).
His frustration was sbown when he
dumped
drink over BSO', Becky,
because she ended the inning with the
third OUL Heading back to the showers
with no self-esteem he made one last
-ffort to go into extra innings but his
sisler wanted nothing 10 do with him
either.
Delta's favorite game was played
on SWlday to wind the weekend down.
Until next week. PEACE.
P .S. Make sure everyone is
especially nice to Herbie's girlfriend so
she won ' t fIle a lawsuit against us.

KaP
Hey dudes! Hope you all enjoyed
the week because the weeken should
beprettylam.e.Haha! Sony .El Room
bi nnUll) party will be hos te d.
Everybody please come and njoy.
Sp arky and his ann will be there in case
somebody can't keep it down.Kim.
KD enjoyed an exciting week in
sports. In soccer, a come from behind
victory upped our record to 2-1. MVP
goes to Carl because he m ade many
great saves and even scored from the
goal ! He 's Ihe beansl In softball,
Whitey's W arriors were eliminated after
a hard fought, injurious game. Sisk was
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MVP with three dropped flyballs. The
A-team was viclorious over someone.
Nulty got the win.
Thursday night as a blas t all over.
W.O. Godoflhe evening was Mort. Pea
was the "law of this town." Whitey
destroyed Rickard in the arms game.
The Delta Class wins again. Quote of
the week form Bol. after bilting his toe
on a table, "J hit the one that Went 10 the
farm and got no beef."
Tell Rich 10 straighten OUI his acL
KDR would like to thank APK for a
wild time. We wish we could remember
it. Special thanks from Manzy. Digger
and Nutty had a soccer game at the A
block. Rumor has it Ihat1ink. was ciled
walJcing out of Dorm 6 Friday and
Saturday m.orning . See what happens
when you aren't the Pontifex anymore?
Looks like Brian bas a new roommate..
The veggies were in full swing
Saturday night. Everyone hadfun except
Psycho. Sluggo was the leader of the
nature hunt. Manzy as till in bed.
Till never again, Coop
P.S . Manzy spent Satu.rday night
watching ashow called "men."Back to
our old ways?

M ontavs (You deserVe it), Good
Chickens: Locke, MargBlt and the
spoons were passed down 10 Pedro and
Dawin (did you write that speech "D"),
T-ransmissions: Rapper, Blue Jug:
Rapper. Polish Chinchin(stein)ski: Pa's,
andCongrarulations to Jay, Nuzul and
Phil on your imponant appointed
positions and to all others who were
iven positions.
Marlin when is your birthday'll bel
you plannedit at way so you wouldn't
have 10 do Final Phase! Gilli how was
the bonIe of wine and SIJt movies - I'd
kill the P's in were you! What happened
10 the pool party?? Four smacks to use
thepool- Whalthel T .F.joves for now
on you are banned from Jacuzzi's, we
like 10 try to keep the water inside. The
management was a bunch of fat Shrubs.
Timm.y - I really don't thinIc. security
liked you 10 much. Eller you missed
your champagne Award - Do you even
know what it is for?? Dan. Jon and
Corry almost got arrested and moved to
the half price ccon hotel. Pete nice
Bathroom!
d fin.ally I'm glad I had
my camera B rothers, after while it
became my date. Needless to say I used
manyrollsJ
It's been a big week with Ron,let's
not lOOSe track of where we came from.
AWAMe1Zball
p.s. Thank God for BUlCh & Kelps
creditl!!

Th.e Brothers of Phi Epsilon Pi had
aHUGEweek to round out thefralemlty
yearl
Jl all started out on Monday with the
Despersdo Gig.Miles andScooter found
dates for the big weekend and we were
First of ill,I'd like to send a thank
down to eighllame brothers. ThllIllc.you
Nuzz and J.P., Whru was really in the you OUI to a lovely lady. Tina. It'~
a1waysmce 10 use a friend when a place
Funky Cold Medena?
Wednesday, was the last true Phi Ep IS needed to satisfy the brother's habits .
Brothers party. What a way 10 go out in Thanx bun. Friday, Bowie had to be
styl - i1 was one of the most Gigin'Sl ru hed 10 the hospital for treatment of
Brothers party ever. Marge do any head the bruises and broken ribs he rec;eived
kick'n lately? We apologize 10 theenl.U'e tangling with an oP.JlOllent he knows be
town of Smithfield for keeping you up can'l beat. We'd like 10 thank APK for
all nightl Congratulations to Phil and virtually being our booze slaves Friday.
Pa's onreceiving your honors. Use them I propose that when we have parties in
weD, not like Spank. did. Miles are you the future we have APKcater the affair.
having a tiff and
ready for Nuclear War'!? Let' makeall Mike and Jim
the Brothers' Parties like that fOT now aren' t talking at the moment. They are
fighting over who should be the leader
onll
And of urse the B ig news of the of th gay ri ghts mo ement.in which
wee.k. - the formal was a Quasi success, they put together over the weekend.
but still a blast! ! Thanks 10 whoever They plan to picket city hall " unril gays
was in ch arge (E actly who was'l). get more respect!" says Jim.. Mike says
in
C ngratulations to all Brothers who " Jim and 1 an't even hold h
received awards! - Best bro: Corry, pubJic." Good luck Jim and Mike on
Advisors award: Montavs, M ost your crusade for freedom. Ihe opinions
Scholastic: Labsy (stop complaining expressed in this article are not
Steve) M ost A thletic : Gilli, most necessarily theopinions ofthe publisher.
Constructive: Donny, Biggest .... : In other words, only Mike and Jim are
gay, sometimes Bowie.

B LO
Hi everyone! Hope this was a great
week for everyone on this actIon packed
campus. Tuesday night many of us
headed to the Comfort 10 support a
good cause. By Thursday , a fe of us
had given up all hope ofhaving any fun
this weekend and slo wly, sisters started
disappearing for the weekend.
Thanks to the brothers of appa
T au. we proved that with balf of sand
halfofthem, we could have whole lot
of fun together. We had m any happy
hon; on our floor Friday afternoon
learning everybody's name and en
we continued the foo into the rugh! in
the pil of donn 8. Then ackson and
Jinx hi t the roM in search of any other
sisters they could fmd. Unfortunately,
everybody seemed 10 be MIA and they
ended UP, on TE's floor eventually. Jo
D also eventually made it home Friday
nighL If anyone knows how she made
it there, please let ber know ... She's
dying 10 find out!
The floor WBS very quiet on Saturday
as there were only rIVe of us left here.
Teena upplied us with bever gcs and
ntertained us m her townhouse
Salllrdaynight. We heard thaI Delta's
party with TEP was prelty fun, but
seeing as Charissa was the only one
who ventured up there, we really don't
know. I t seems that she has some sort
of menIal block.
SisterS returned home one by one
on Sunday night and once again. the
floor was full
The auction went over preny well
o n Sunday. Congratulations to
everyone who helped 10 make il a

u
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Tonight's your last chance to
enjoy '11ie Comfort
! before we go dry over Spring
Weekend.
~
munGhi e5?
'11ie Comfort will still be open
t · and deliveri g food .

i

I

uccess.
We U, it's spring weekend again!
Let's make it a good one this ye ar, in
spite o f th obnoxious bracele our
guests get to ear all weeken .
InSpons (yes, we are still in this!! !!)
We kicked a__ in our softball game
Monday afternoon. 16 - 5. W ay to go,
team, let's keep up the good work.
Thanks for your help, Tiny! II !! II
Go nuts this weekend and have a
blast!

Have a good one!

fJfie Comfort
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a__es om Congrallllatians Dorma on a
job well done. Kristin. you left the
Due to extenuating circumstances, position in very capable hands. Stick
our news from last week was no t in owes Il certain Theta a great debt of
print, so here's this weeks as well as gratiJude for Saturday- next time we 're
lasts . Congratulations to Danglc who keeping the tips.
has now completed final phase, and to
Thursday night Hoochie had a
Havoc onbc:rsrupendous jobas assistmt disastrous run-in with a certain bed
buyer for Filene's. Rozay, H appy frame at TE. It's hard to tell who was
Belated Birthday (sorry)!! Many of the hurt more, or who felt it more . AS for
sisters have been ttending formals and who fell it more, at the time, I'd have to
have had interestin~ slOries 10 share. say the bed frame-Hooch has a very
Havoc, Gigde!, Cupid, dundee. Taylor. high tolerance for pain. We'd almost
Ferris. and Treble would like 10 thank forgonen how good you looked in a
TE for a fun-filled weekend. and for cast. Yogi seemed to havetakenalittk
being such great hosts. the rest of the "vacation" this week to a certain house
sisters couldn't go 10 fonnals that in Rhode Island. Althougb we are quite
weekend because they had already positive sbe got very little rest., it's
signed up 10 wotkSaturday at the Amos obvious the time away did a lot of good.
House. the Amos house has brought
An interesting game of Card Sharks
about vecy special feelings. and the was played in the cave at Phi Eps
sisters came home feeling proud and fonnal-but Amy, sexual connotations
very appreciative of what they have. areNOf necessary. I'm sure the hotel
Thanks for all the help guysl! Now for management is wonderinghow, not one,
the more recent and exciting srum I but bolh beds were broken in Twinkle
Let·s all $ct into the "Indigo moo.d ." for IIIid Crow's room. <:MI't wait to heat
am big SlSlerS party tonight. and when this one...By the way Phil, who did
it c omes to that time, just trash your room?
"WAT ERMELON" to the tunesll
It seems Cleary got a little confused
Thankyou 10 Phi(Sig)-Ep for a crazy at the townhouses Sawrday night. Now
Lime, the chilly dips late ni ght in the what was it again? Couple duck or
pooL brought OUl our true blue Sib double dare? Sure, uh huh. Sunday night.
lipsl). Rapper. whose fonnal were you some ofus decided to a to Pillentes and
at? Ring, Ring ..Sibbies! Skyler and
elebrate Heid i ' s 21 st B-day ,j us a little
Easlon got some nasty bruises on their late. I think, however, th at she ful ly
ELBOWS??? I don ' t think piclde m ade up for the lost days. Some of those
lumting was on the agenda!!! Amd shots were very appropriate for your
Malibu, on e ag ain o ut of control, made personality .
everyone 's night a blur....W here did
Finally, a very, very, " ery Happy
you get those earrings and the cans??
22nd Birthd ay to Sue Baby!!I !!! NICE
Meanw~jle back in the wilderness necklace!! This must be love .
of Bryant, ther was a lonely little Fan.
P.5. Amy- N.G.'s boyfriend IS
The Fan saw many moons on Saturday NOT an insensitive chauvinist.
nighl, as Pbi-Sig comforted (17) her
P.P,S . Yes , Ben, the war of words
beneath the stars.
continues you slug
Congratulations to Lacey on a job
P.P.P.S AD Phi Ep bro thers who
well done, the auction was a big used the Th ta dating serv ice, bills will
success! 1 Thank you 10 the ecurity be sent in the mail.
guards, anddon' t forget our Vanna's 
Dasher and Brinkley!! Everyone keep
TE
an eye out for Stetson, she just may be
on b roadway someday ... sm GEEK
Welcome to the house of pain. As
the 1988-89 school year comes to an
l: A 6
end, the Brethren w ould like to honor
Oood aftem oon! Hope every nebad and lhanlc the following youn~ ladies
fun at their respective fonnals last for their everlasting compamonship.
weekend. O f our sisten that ent, a Each of these ladies has at one time or
great time was had by all, we froze our another come 10 the aid of a down and
out brother. And the winners are: Amby,

EWS

Beck BSO, Becky Theta, Bubbles,
Banahan, Brill, Bellygates, Cleary,
C ahoots, CharissJ. Clover, Cupid,
C~, Capasso, Carlona, CooLCindy
API(, Candy, Coach, Donna, Deena,
Dasher, Darryl, Electra, Elan, Frania,
Fribble, Felony, Fosta", Ferris, G algano,
Gidget, Gorre, Galarano, Given, Garton,
Gizmo, Heidi, Havoc, Iavanna, Joan,
Jolie. Jen API(, Jinx, Jingles, n, Cross
Eyed Jcnny, Klinger, Kings, Lyons, Lisa
V., Laura API{, Luann. Leanne, Robin.,
Robin, Robin, Robin, J. Ryan, Sav,
Scoville, Spritz. Smooth, Tyros, Tomko.
Treble, Taylor. Vogel.WippetWoman.
Thislist applies lOallBrothasexcept
Lush. The only one who loves you Lush
is yOUISelf. Why don't you slOp staring
at yourself in the mirror. roller-skare
down 10 the bank md pay your dues.
That goes for Jay. Huff. and the Goon.
Get your heads in the game boysl
The Brothers hope Reina enjoyed
herself at Phi-Ep's fannal. It was nice
10 get rid of her for the weekend. How
cm you be so critical of o ther people?
You're nOl exact.ly passing any purity
tes~ youne1fhoney. Does at$67 dinner
jus Iify it 1.B. '1
Congrarulations 10 Sven and Punch
for finally gelting invited 10 a Sororities
fOITTlal; too badlt was only Alpha Phi's,
huh?
Friday began the weekend w ith the
Brethren traveling 10 the A irpon. There
were m any activities such as Kick Ball,
Hacky Sack, and abusing certain Theta
sisters (Cahoots).
Doc auditioned for the part of a little
girl in Firestarter Saturday night when
he had a li ttle accident with a lamp. I
guess be was p _ __ _ _ off that Jay and
Lush were sleezing beers all night.
. Saturday also featured Lick showing
off his poor card playing ability. "If
there's one thing 1 can', stand it' card
ignorance,"
In sports the TE-B softball team was
eliminated by the A-team 1 -0 last week.
The B -tearn didn ' t really lose, they
for feited the game because they didn 't
feel like hearing the A-team on the r ag
the res t of the year if they losl. And B
learn soccer lost tw ice as they continue
10 improve.
In other news Vin's burnt. Hess
continues to metamorphisize, Jay and
Lush have joined Rambo as one of the
elusive Lost Boys, Tiny's dad now
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understands lhe concept of defying
gravity, and H uff needs a new doo.
That's all for this week, I hope all the
brothers have an excellent Spring
Weekend.
See you next week.
P.S. Who scooped Danyl this
weekend?

T E e!>
Howdy readers, Welcome to 'This
Week In TEP" . So many exciting
adventures happened lOusT EP brolhers.
h all started with the bingo game at the
old folks bome. All the new brothen
had llgreauime, but some awards go to
some brothers. The first goes to Bryan
for stopping the 4-footliule lady from
cheating. Good jobl The nex t award
goes 10 Andy for dropping the bingo
balls fours times in arow. the last goes
10 myself for being the only person
alive who can get ranked on by those
nasty ladies. OveraU. we allhad a great
time.
Friday night was a great night or
those brolhers who showed up to the
Snake Bile. We just like to extend our
thanks to the Alpha Phi Kappa sisters
for such a great party. We cannot wail
until Thursday.
S arurdaynigh t was a thrilll Between
Lick and Bill using their Hoovers on the
rug, everyone knew this night was gomg
to be an experience, and it was. Some
incidents happened to get back 10 WOW,
were these good. The farst goes 10
Wookster, upps sorry I meant the
Scoopster. I believe that says it all.
Seriously B ill nothing is going on
between Oz and ID., he only wanted
lift something at that moment. By the
way, these two good ole guys bad a
great time at the AJpha Phi formal. At
least what they knew happened.
Furthermore, Chuc k I do believe we
have to start putting training wbeels on
you, and you have to fix the reey Jable
boll. Congratulations Mr. S tone for all
those terrific plaques, Coleen asked me
10 lell you. Delta, m y time, anywhere;
w had a great time!
Last of all Nolan, I heard you were
scared at me movies, all those prime
dead animals and not an oven in sight,
I really felt bad for you. The LBA's
goes IOBinlde.y and Pee-Wee forhitting
the bed at 10:30. M I C - see ya real
soon. Maverick.

17

TK E
Hi l!o there this is Raymobile with
another fast breaking news story for
station TKE. This week Death stalked
the floor until finally Being brought
back 10 life in cr. Also it was family
week. Mr. Fonzie came for his son and
Menow and his dad went bowling and
no it's not the bowling you think, there
were pins and balls involved not sho ts
and straws. Giordan brought back a
sign from his father's nursery, but
G iordan don't Oll come from NI not
CT. Pinky's family couldn 't believe we
lived like we do. IL'S our floor and we
like it the way 1l is. The third suite bad
visilor for a few days last week and no
oW" floor was never clean enough, but
we were honored, of all the places she
chose 10 go on break she chose the
honest tourisl anraction around, Bryant
eoUege, the only thing missing was
Liule Feel. Friday kicked the weekend
off as many a brother was bitlen by
serpents on the APK floor. But no one
WIIS bitten as bad as Double D and
Bruce E. Babes, with a combined total
0164 b ites. However, they quickly spit
the poison out. And peopJe you must
never insult Double D's mother People
that is alw ays true. And for those that
survived that adventure there was action
down at the townhouse block to fmish
off the stout hearted. Linle General
woke up in Dorm 8 G abe and Hoppy
greeted the morning from C2 and the
cave bad two new occupants for the
evening. yes J. B es and arlona lIle
now official cave dwellers. But, What
suffered m ost was memory. And to top
it all off Saturday had 10 come,
profitable venture fOT once. Leighton
will you take 37 cents and a free french
fry ? On the sports front Pig Pen kept
TKE's hopes alive by
ring the. only
goal against the up until now undefeated
bunch from Beta. And sadly the Bears
go back into hibernation until next year.
This week in sporn has T KE involved
in Softball and Socccr. Question: Wh t
can cause more damage than any other
single event at Bryant and .never fulJy
recover from its full dose? The answer
people will be discovered this weekend,
Spring Weekend '89.
Unti l next time, Raymobile

FALL INTO TAP!!
The Alternative Program is a selection of non-credi t courses de
signed to provide enjoyment as well as opportunities for self-de
velopment. TAP is sponsored by Student Activities and Student
Senate.

NEEDED:
Aerobics instructors for the FALL Sem ester.
Starting pay is $10 per hour. Certification is required.
Applications are available in the Student Activities office (3rd
floor of the Stud ent Center.)
Anyone else interested in instructing a course such as skin care,
ballet, jazz or any other new courses contact Student Activities at
232-61 60.
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Collegegraduatesget pre-approved credit and $400 cash back
on any oftliese new Fordcars and trucks.
Your New England Ford Dealers think you should be rewarded for
those countless essays and pulling more all-nighters than you care
to remember. That's why we've introduced a hassle-free way for
college grads to buy a new Ford car or truck.
We'll give you pre-approved credit and $400 cash back to be
used as a downpayment on one of the new Ford cars or trucks
featured below. Other purchase incentives may also be available.
But you must take delivery by Dec. 31.
To qualify, you must earn abachelor's degree from afour-year
college, or an advanced degree from an accredited institution,
between Oct. 1, 1988 and Jan. 1, 1990.
Ford's Graduate Assistance Program. Proof positive ofthe value
of an education.
See your New England Ford Dealer for details. For more
information, call this toll-free number: 1-800-321-1536.
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app licat ions f o r Sum mer :
e mpl o y m en t a t our East
Providen c e Plant .
:
Ope nings ar e ant icipa t ed :
on a ll sh if s.
Excellent wages.
:
Call our Human Resources:
Office for additional
information at 438-3410 :
or apply in Person at:
:
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Mike Generazo

Stephanie Cooper

For Ihe fIrst time in a long ume (maybe ever!) we have Co-Athlete. of the week. Fir l. from
baseball. Ihird baseman Mike Geoerazo, a junior finance major. had a spectacular weekend, gomg
6-8 Saturday with 4 d uhles and LWO single, and three RBI's, and 2-4 on Sunday with 8 homerun
and a double. His penonnancc on Saturday pur him the Bryant record book twice. His six hits Lied
the record for mo l hilS, and his fOUT doubles broke the record for doubles in a day. Bryant came
away with four wins. Our other Athlete of the Week is Stephanie Cooper, a sophomore CIS major
who can play in both the infield and the outfield. Stephanie went 5-8 with four runs scored, one
stolen base, and one RBI. She could break 1wo all-time Bryant records. She needs 5 hits LO break
the record or rna t hits in a season with 41, and she needs three sLOlen bases to break the emmet
record of 16 in one season.

~act or ~iction ?
SeeRgrs of the Supematura[
Mr. andMrs. W arren spea(on
possession and e;rorcisms
J-fear ofmysterious
fiappenings tfiat go 6eyona
. . .
your tmagtnatwn
May 2ndin the .!Jluaitorium
6:30 PM
$1 ytamission -Sponsorea by
9{esidence Life

c oreboa rd :

I'tRTFmm...".

London
Paris
Athens
caracas
Tokyo

Cairo
Madrid

Some

$259
269
355
185
310
385
285

reslroctlOns apply Taxes no!
"'ChJded Eurallpasses SSut:d on he
r.oc ' FREE Studenl fl"lV
fa!

Death is forever.
Heart disease
doesn't have to be.

mE AMERICAN Hf.ART
ASSG:IATIO I
MEMORIAL PR([;RAM

•
WE'RE FIGHTING Frn

'fOJRUFE .

us OUiJA

American Heart
Association
thIS

sp_ pIOVtded as a puIII c service.

Men's BasebaU:
Bentley
4/21
BRYANT
St. Anselm
4/22
BRYANT
BRYANT
4/23
Assumption
BRYANT
4/25
Brown
Women's ortbaU:
BRYANT
4/17
SMU
4(20
BRYANT
RIC
4{1.2
SLAnselms
BRYANT
4{1.3
BRYANT
Assumption
4(14
BRYANT
Brown
BRYANT
4/25
New Haven

2. 4
6.0
2, 8
17, 16
5, 12
2, 5
2
11
I

2
9
7

2. 5
3,

1.

2,
11,

5.

2,

lO,

15
2
6
1
7
3
9

Schedule:
Men's Baseball:
4/27
Suffolk
4/28
NE·lO Tournament
4f30
NE-lO Tournament
5(3
@New Haven
5/4
Roger Wiliams
5/6
Salve Regina (2)
Women's ortbaU:
4{1.7
NE-lO Tournamenl
4/29
NE-lOToumamnet
RlAIAW All Star Game
5/1
Men's Lacrosse:
4/27
Bentley
Gordon
4{1.9
Patriot League
4(30
Championship

3:30
TBA
TBA
3:00
3:00
12:00
TBA
TBA
TBA
4:00
12:00
TBA
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by John Ventura

Like many students on this
campus, I anticipate that some day
Bryant College will have a fitness
center on campus. Hopefully that
day will arriv v ry soon.
Everything seems to be in line to
mobilize a plan that has long been
awaited for by the students. It's
obvious that students are in strong
support of the idea; and a proposal
has been submitted suggesting that
no more time be wasted.
So what is the keythat will fmally
open a fitness center on our campus?
itA proposal has been put forth and
is in the special request process for
fWlding. The final approval must be
given by the Board of Trustees on
May 11 ," explained Mr. Les
LaFond, Vice-President of Student
Affairs.
The key is the decision which
will be announced on May 11. The
acceptance or rejection of this
proposal by me college hinges on
the outcome of this vote.
With the high priority that
college students place on filness, it
is remarkable mat a college of
Bryant' caliber has not made the
adjusunem to accommodate its
stUdents. The advantages of having
a fitness cemcrcompletely oulweigh
any disadvantage' involved.
Personally, r don't see any hOllest
disadvantages,
Who would the program benefit?
"The facility would be utilized by
the enhre Bryant College
community. it.is a wonderful idea,
and both fucu1ty and students will

proposal. The college desperately
members feel about the needs an updated fitness room,just
verdict weawaiton May as Stonehill College has done
II?
, recenlly. Look at Bentley and
"Sure, I'm for iL Babson. These ar two primary
We're a residential schools with whicbBryantcompeteS
college and we're far with onan academic level. All three
away from off-campus scll Is contin ~ to expand in all
facilities. It will facets of academIcs and on-campus
one
contribute to a heal lhier accommodaLions .. . wi th
en ironm ent
on exception. While Benlley and
cam pus," said Dr. Babson each have answered their
Haas, students ' demands for fitness
William
Professor of Ethics.
centers, Bryant has been left
"I
"This thing has been standing in the dust Frankly, it's
battered around for 18 pretty damn embarrassing.
" yearsandit'sabouttime
There should be no excuses on
!2
for things to happen. It May 11. Many schools on or above
~ would benefit everyone, our academic level also have fme
recreation as well as at faciliti es. Our ti me
has
\,!
the varsity level," unquestionably come. Mr. LaFond
commented Mr. R bert explained that should the proposal
........_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---J'<
Reall,
Intramural be approved, the facility will be
The Bryant College Weight Room In the basement of the MAC
Director and Women's ready for the Fall Semesler of 1989.
Softball Coach.
Granted, the pr posed facility will
''This is one of the not pU1Bryant on the same level as
agree that it is needed," explaioed valu of the school. We wou1d single most areas where Bryant the other schools I have mentioned,
Professor Partick Keeley, who is shorten the gap we face when it College is deficient in. It is strongly but it will be something to build on.
As Captain Wolfenden
one of me many faculry mem bers in comes to comparing the quality of needed by everyone here," stated
our fillless center to thaL of omeT Captain Roben Wolfenden. ROTC remarked, "there is more toatbIeLics
support of !he idea.
than hoop COUTts," and 1 can only
Instructor.
The facility would contrjbute colleges'.
"IL would be extremely hope that the people who VOle will
greatly 10 all of our varsity athleLics
I[ me colle.&e's administration
programs. Rehabililat:ion ofinJuoes appmv the proposal, what will beneficial to everyone. I would no realize this obvious fact May 11 is
would be much quicker and would the facility be like? "We will have a any!hmg I could to help the cause." the day when we can all find out if
also be done properly with the use senes of stations where.lhe student said Professor Patrick Keeley, we finally will get a fitness facility
on me Bry.ml College Campu , so
of the Nautilus equipment. The can go right through for a balanced Profe: sor of Humanities.
I understand the administration .s remember that date.l sincerely wj h
health of all 'llldeDLS would benefit wolkout. Fifteen Nautilus machmes
from !his kiod of facility, and the and four Life Cycles," claimed Mr. concern for the academic Slanding that the administration of Bryant
ofour college and I am appreciative College. along wi!h the Board of
thought of "strong body - strong Lafond.
mind" - would make for a stronger
That' good. Not great. but a of their effons in that direction. Trustees, aclS in !he best int.erest of
student body. It would also be vast improvement on our current However. 1 don't see that as a the students and votes "yes" to the
something that would .increase !he "facility(?)", How do other facu1ty legitimate excuse to reject the proposal on May II.
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Awards Banquet An o nced Intramural Update:
For the first time in early 20
years all Bryanl varsity athletes will
be honored at an end of the year
awards dinner.
The All-Sporu dinner, scheduled
for Friday, May 5 in lhe South
Dining Room, will mark the first
Lime since Bryant's move to
Smithfield that all varsity athletes
will be honored at one dinner.
'The last Lime we had all of the
varsity teams at one dinner was
back on the old campus in
Providence," said John Gillooly.

Director 0
pans Information.
"Back then weonly had six or seven
varsiLY teams. Now we have 15. For
the past seven or eight years we
have been honoring the teams at
separate fall and spring dinners. But
we felt it would have more meaning
for the athletes if everybody was
involved on one dinner:'
In addition, to bring all of the
teams logether for one dinner, all
varsity alhletes will receive awards
this season. Tn Ihe past only senior
varsity members received awards.

seniors still will receive
special senior awards. But w reI
every player deserves some
recogrutionrortheirpwydurmgthe
season," said Gillooly. "We hope
it's the stan. of a new Bryant
tradiuon .."
Approximately 200 varsity
athkt.es will behonared. Any varsity
athlete who has not rewmed the
awards dInner invitation to !he
athletic depamnent i asked to do so
immediately.

Indoor Soccer: Playoffs begin on Monday, for all divi ions.
Softball: Men - nine leams remain in thedouble elim inaLion tournamen
KDRand TKE are undefeated.Women -sixteamsremain.MassConfusion
and Theta are undefeated.

r

Soft a AI
Game

A Rhode Island College all-star game will be held on May I at Clegg
Field in Warwick. at 6:30 PM. Five members of the Lady Indians softball
team have been named to !he all· tar team: Denise Christian, a sophomore
pitcher; Cindy Stone, a fre hman outfielder; Sue Crowly, a freshman
infielder; Chris Delande, a senior catcher; and Stephanie Cooper, a
sopbomore infielder. Also named as an al ternate from the Lady Indians
was Meghan Lasbury, a freshman first baseman.

Sports Rap:

It's No
Mark Plihcik
Archway StajJWriter
For the past several months, we have been reporting
about the progress of the football program that has been
proposed by Sophomore Senator Rob Covino and fonner
Senator Kristen Hatch. Last week the Senate meeting
dealt with this issue, and decided to endorse the program
with a letter showing their support.
The time for the initiation of this program is now.
Schools like Benlley, Nichols, and MIT have been
waiting for our action regarding the formation of a
league before they malce a move. However, they won't
wait forever. If Bryant does not make a commitment by
next fall, there is a good chance that we will be locked
out of competition with nearby schools, and be forced to
play schools from the New Jersey area, schools which
offer no natural rivalry to Bryant. This would defeat the
entire purpose of a football team, which is to raise
school spirit and give the community acammon rallying
point. Imagine the enthusiasm that would be generated
on campus by our play ing a team from, say, somewhere
in the vicinity of Newark. Big, fat, hairy, deal, right?
Playing teams in NewJerseywouJdalsobe detrimental
to the academic standing of !he players, since there is a
large amonnt of travel time involved in away games.
And since there would be no scholarships awarded, at
least initially, the mphasis will be on academica1r.
inclined athletes. Travel time and academics, like oil
and water, surely don't mix.
And in case any ofyou have failed 10 notice, insW'aJlce
costs are skyrocketing. If Bryant waits much longer to
act on the proposal of a football team , chances are
astronomically high that me cost of ins\.U3llce will be

or ever
right through the ceiling. This high cost would
undoubtedly show up in the tuition bill that we get
each semester. Not promising, eh?
While we're on the subject of high costs, the prices
of real estate and construction are going up as well. If
Bryant were to start a team, we would have to 1) foot
the cost of buying or leasing a suitable playing field or
2) clear some of the acres currently in Bryant's
possession in order to fmd a place for the team to play.
What would be the point of playing all away games?
And let's face it. This school is ready for a football
team. We have the talent, the support from both
faculty and students, and with nearby Providence, a
Metropolitan area that is sure to scrounge up a corporate
sponsor. There are guys out there playing flag football
in the fall that could easily make up the nucleus of a
strong Division III school. Did you ever take a really
good look at some of the 'A' teams? Pretty darn
impressive, right? Well. just imagine those same guys
playing wearing Bryant's colors, and you can see the
light at the end of 111e runnel.
No matter which way you look at it, Bryant football
is an idea whose time has come. The students, the
administration. the AtbJetic Department, the alumni.
and the Senate have all shown theirSllpport of the idea.
We have me players. An increase in the Student
Activities Fee would get us the first funding for the
team. Now it's up to the powers thai be in the
Adminislralion 10 call the play. It':> fourth and goal
from the half-yard line. WilI lhey go foritorpunt? It's
a questioo whose answer we wil just bave to wait for.
Hopefully the thirty second clock won 't expire before
a decision IS made.

Sta nd ings:
Baseball Standings
National League East
Wins Losses PCT
Philadelphia
.556
10
8
.529
Chicago
8
9
10
.526
Montreal
9
St. Louis
8
8
.500
.471
New York
9
8
.444
Pittsburgh
8
10
National League West
.556
San Fransisco
10
8
.529
Cincinnati
9
8
Allanta
10
10
.500
10
.500
San Diego
10
Los Angeles
9
9
.500
12
.400
Houston
8
American League East
Baltimore
9
9
.500
9
.471
Milwaukee
8
New York
10
.444
8
BoslOn
7
.438
9
11
.421
Toronto
8
Cleveland
7
10
.412
.412
Detroit
10
7
American League West
4
.765
Texas
13
14
.700
Oakland
6
Kansas City
.611
11
7
9
.529
Minnesota
8
10
.526
9
California
Chicago
11
7
.389
. 13
.38 1
Seattle
8
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